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orld-renowned professional photographer Ian Plant is a frequent 

contributor to many leading photo magazines and websites, author of Wdozens of books and instructional videos, and the co-founder of 

Shuttermonkeys. Ian travels the world, seeking out the hidden spaces in between 

the familiar, in his never-ending quest to inspire, entertain, and educate others in 

the art of photography. See more of his work at www.ianplant.com. 

About the Author

LAKE SUPERIOR, USA: I made this self-portrait inside a “sea 

cave” while kayaking along the coast. I shot through a 

small sandstone arch using a wide-angle lens. Canon 5DIV, 

Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 3200, f/16, 0.8 seconds. 
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INTRODUCTION
ANTELOPE CANYON, USA: I used 

the striations in the rock as 

“leading lines” to draw the viewer 

deeper into the composition. 

Canon 5DIII, Nikon 14-24mm 

f/2.8 lens with Canon adapter, ISO 

100, f/11, 3.2 seconds. 



s of this writing, I’ve been a pro photographer for 

almost fifteen years, and I’ve spent all that time Atrying to master the answer to this question. Of 

course, there is no secret formula, silver bullet, or paint-

by-numbers approach that will make your images rise 

above the rest. There are, however, some common ingre-

dients to successful landscape photos. 

Over the 

next few pages, I briefly discuss some of the most impor-

tant elements of successful landscape photographs. This 

entire course will then explore these and other important 

aspects of landscape photography in greater depth. I’ll 

discuss how you can use gear, technique, light, composi-

tion, and artistic creativity to elevate your landscape 

photos above the rest!

 

This book is 

focused primarily on photographic and artistic techniques 

for shooting sweeping, grand landscape scenes. 

TORRES DEL PAINE NATIONAL PARK, CHILE: Stunning light 

and powerful compositions are necessary ingredients of a 

successful landscape photograph. Canon 5DIII, Canon 11-

24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/6.3, 0.8 seconds. 

WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO MAKE A

GREAT
LANDSCAPE PHOTO?



WHAT THIS COURSE DOESN’T DO

hile this course is going to bunch of stuff that isn’t really on point. 

teach you a lot of really Instead, I’m going to focus on the really 

important stuff, it won’t important stuff, the tips and techniques W
teach you everything about landscape that you absolutely need to know if you 

photography. Why not? want to excel at landscape photography. 

If

Well, a lot of things you might do when 

photographing landscapes are just 

general photography stuff, and we really 

don’t have time to get into everything 

camera-related here. For example, I’m 

not going to teach you how autofocus 

works or discuss the difference between 

the various types of memory cards—you 

know, stuff like that. You might already 

know a lot of this general stuff anyway, 

or can easily find the information in your 

camera’s manual or on the Internet. 

Simply put, stuff that isn’t specifically 

relevant or unique to landscape photog-

raphy won’t be covered.  

So, this isn’t going to be an “everything 

but the kitchen sink” type of approach, 

which frankly just inundates you with a 

 something is relevant and important 

to landscape photography, you’ll learn 

about it here. And you won’t just get an 

overview; rather, together we’ll take a 

deep dive that will set you on the path 

to mastery.  

My goal here is to teach you the core 

techniques that will show you how 

landscape photography is really done. 

These are the high concept, “secret 

sauce” ingredients that will allow you to 

take amazing, mind-blowing landscape 

photos that will be the envy of all of 

your photo friends.  
be dealt with in more depth in the video, 

and vice versa. Between the two, you’ll This course has two primary compo-
learn everything you need to know! nents: this ebook and a companion 

video set. The two are meant to comple-

ment one another, so some topics will 

AND WHAT IT DOES

BANFF NATIONAL PARK, CANADA: 

Landscape photography is argu-

ably more difficult than any other 

type of photography. But don’t 

worry—I’ll help you figure it out! 

Canon 5DIII, Canon 11-24mm f/4 

lens, ISO 100, f/11, 1/5 second. 



This course will teach you the five key components of 

great landscape photos. And while not every landscape 

photo needs all five of these elements to succeed, this 

five-step approach is tried and true, and will enable you to 

take stunning landscape photos.

Dramatic Scenery. Scouting will help you find the 1very best scenery that your chosen landscape location 

has to offer.

Leading Foreground. A good landscape composition 2typically has a prominent foreground feature that 

leads the viewer’s eye deeper into the scene.

Compelling Light and Sky. The best landscape 3photos capture dramatic light and clouds during the 

“magic hours” of twilight, sunrise, and sunset. 

Balanced Exposure. When the sky is bright and 4colorful and the landscape beneath is in shadow, you 

must learn to balance the exposure between the two for 

optimum results.

Deep Focus. From the days of Ansel Adams, 5landscape photography has been dominated by sharp 

focus throughout the entire image frame.

1

2

3

4 5

5 STEPS TO
LANDSCAPE SUCCESS



his course emphasizes photo- the real world. Accordingly, some 

graphic field techniques for digital darkroom work is necessary Tmaking great landscape to optimize your landscape photos. 

images. These days, there are many 

“photographers” who resort to In this course, I will discuss a few 

extreme Photoshop manipulation to digital techniques useful to land-

create stunning landscape digital scape photographers, including 

art, but the end product really can’t focus stacking and exposure 

be called a photograph. I am not blending techniques. Overall digital 

one of them! Call me quaint, but I darkroom mastery is beyond the 

believe the true magic of the land- scope of this course. And, if you are 

scape is found out there, and not hoping to learn ways to aggres-

something that should be fabri- sively manipulate your landscape 

cated while sitting at home in front photos, sorry, you’ve come to the 

of the computer. wrong place!  

That said, the “digital darkroom” is 

nonetheless an important part of 

photography today, especially if you  

are shooting raw files (which, by the 

way, you should be shooting 

raw—but more on that later). A raw 

file is not intended to represent 

“reality,” and you will find that raw 

files are somewhat lacking in the 

contrast and color vibrancy found in 

A QUICK NOTE ON DIGITAL PROCESSING

GLEN CANYON NATIONAL 

RECREATION AREA, USA: Digital 

darkroom techniques were used 

only to subtly optimize the true 

beauty of this colorful sand-

stone slot canyon. Canon 5DIII, 

Nikon 14-24mm f/2.8 lens with 

Canon adapter, ISO 100, f/11, 

2.5 seconds. 



STANDARD LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY FIELD WORKFLOW

Set exposure and 

take the photo: When 

the peak moment 

arrives, it is time to 

optimize your 

exposure, ensuring 

that you capture detail 

in highlight, shadow, 

and mid-tone areas of 

the scene. Then, all you 

need to do is take the 

perfect shot!

Scene scouting & 

exploration: Great 

landscape photos start 

with thoroughly 

exploring the area to 

see what it has to offer. 

Of course, you’ll want 

compelling 

background scenery, 

but also be on the 

lookout for interesting 

foreground features. 

Wait for favorable 

light & weather: 

Okay, so you’ve got 

your location scouted 

and you’re ready to 

make some photos. Be 

patient as you wait for 

the best light and 

weather conditions to 

complete your chosen 

composition and bring 

it all together. 

f course, you won’t approach every landscape scene the exact same way, but these five steps of your field workflow are 

critical to successful landscape photography. Each step is covered in great detail in this course, so don’t worry: you’ll be Oa landscape master in no time!

Choose your 

composition: Once 

you’ve completed 

scouting and chosen 

an interesting area to 

shoot, its time to select 

your focal length and 

set up your 

composition. This step 

will likely require you 

to experiment with 

different positions. 

Ensure optimal focus: 

Once you’ve settled on 

your composition, next 

you need to optimize 

focus to ensure perfect 

sharpness throughout 

the entire image frame. 

This part can be 

especially tricky, but 

don’t worry, I’ll make 

sure you know how to 

get it right every time.



CHAPTER ONE

RECOMMENDED GEAR
YASUR VOLCANO, VANUATU: Gear is less 

important than the strength of your 

artistic vision—but having the right 

gear, and knowing how to use it, can 

expand your creative opportunities. 

Canon 5DIV, Canon 16-35mm f/2.8 

lens, ISO 400, f/5.6, 15 seconds. 



lways remember that your 

camera doesn’t take pic-Atures: you do. So ultimately, 

your personal creative vision mat-

ters more than your equipment. I’ve 

seen plenty of people with fancy, 

expensive gear take awful photos, 

and plenty of people produce beau-

tiful art even with budget equip-

ment. So, don’t be too concerned 

about the camera or lenses you I won’t make recommendations for 

own; focus your energies instead on specific brands or models (with a 

using whatever you have to the best few exceptions). Although I have 

of your abilities. been using Canon digital cameras 

for over a decade, I recognize that 

Nevertheless, I recommend that you there are

get the best gear you can within 

your budget. Higher quality gear 

won’t make you a better photogra-

pher, but it will maximize your 

artistic flexibility, and allow you to 

make your best photos as good as 

they can possibly be. Bad gear can 

limit the quality of your photos and 

reduce your creative opportunities, 

and in some cases can actually ruin 

an otherwise great image. Y

decisions. If you just want to have 

some fun taking landscape photos 

to share with online friends, then a 

cheaper gear kit will be fine. If you 

are really serious about landscape 

photography and hope to make 

gorgeous, wall-sized prints, then 

you should consider investing in 

higher quality gear. 

 plenty of alternatives out 

there, and quality is so good these 

days that it is hard to go wrong. I 

also don’t have any particular brand 

loyalty, and I have used a variety of 

lenses on my Canon cameras, 

including Tamron, Sigma, Zeiss, and 

even a Nikon lens with an adapter. 

The bottom line is this: don’t worry 

too much about gear. But, if you 

want to upgrade and optimize your 

our gear for landscape photography, 

budget, your tolerance for heavy the following pages provide some 

equipment, and your anticipated helpful advice. 

end uses will dictate your gear 

IMPORTANT GEAR FOR LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY

OLYMPIC NATIONAL PARK, USA: Gear 

won’t make you a better photographer, 

but good gear can help you fully realize 

your creative vision. Canon 5DIII, Canon 

16-35mm f/2.8 lens, polarizer filter, ISO 

400, f/16, 1 second. 



Crop sensor DSLR cameras: 

These cameras have sensors 

that are smaller than full 

frame cameras, making them 

cheaper and lighter. The 

most common crop factors 

are 1.5x or 1.6x (known as 

APS-C). Although APS-C 

cameras are typically 

adequate for landscape 

work, they won’t deliver the 

same quality as full frame 

cameras. You can use 

formats even smaller than 

APS-C (small Micro Four 

Thirds cameras are popular), 

but you’ll be limited when 

making big prints. Below: The 

Nikon D7200, a 24-

megapixel APS-C camera.

CAMERAS FOR LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY

Medium format cameras: 

These large digital cameras 

have sensors that are even 

bigger than full frame. 

Medium format digital 

cameras offer the ultimate 

quality, but are also very 

expensive, although price 

has come down considerably 

in recent years. Also, lens 

options and variety are 

limited for medium format 

systems. You’ll get a lot more 

bang for your buck with a 

full frame camera. But then 

again, having a 100-

megapixel sensor for 

landscape work is tempting! 

Below: Mamiya medium 

format digital camera.

Mirrorless cameras: These 

cameras don’t have a mirror 

assembly, making them 

smaller and lighter than 

most DSLRs. Rather than 

using a traditional optical 

viewfinder, mirrorless 

cameras rely on electronic 

live view displays. Mirrorless 

systems offer the same 

quality as equivalent DSLRs 

(both full frame and crop 

sensor options are available), 

but are smaller and lighter, 

making them especially 

attractive to landscape 

photographers. Below: The 

Sony Alpha a7R, a popular 

42.4 megapixel full frame 

mirrorless camera.

Full frame DSLR cameras: 

These large sensor digital 

cameras are typically more 

expensive than cameras with 

smaller sensors, but offer 

higher resolution, better 

noise control, and superior 

dynamic range performance, 

making them perfect for 

capturing fine detail in 

landscape images. Full frame 

digital cameras represent an 

almost ideal compromise 

between image quality, 

flexibility of use, and weight, 

making them the preferred 

option for most landscape 

photographers. Below: The 

Canon 5DSR, a 50-megapixel 

full frame digital camera.

he first step is to select a high-quality digital camera.

T  Whatever you are using now is probably just fine, but if you get 

really serious about landscape photography, it might be time for an upgrade. High-resolution, full frame DSLRs or 

mirrorless cameras are arguably best for landscape photography, although other camera formats are acceptable.  



Features that are important for landscape 

photography: 

High resolution: Twenty to thirty megapixels 

is sufficient for most landscape photogra-

phers, but if you are interested in making 

extra-large prints, forty megapixels or higher 

is better. 

Live view: This feature allows the photogra-

pher to preview composition, focus, and expo-

sure on the camera’s LCD screen.

Raw files: If you want total control over how 

your images look, you’ll need a camera that 

allows you to shoot raw files.  

Dynamic range: The more dynamic range 

your camera sensor has, the easier it is for you 

to capture detail in highlight and shadow 

areas at the same time. You can use filters or 

exposure blending to get around dynamic 

range limitations.

IMPORTANT CAMERA FEATURES FOR LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY

Features that aren’t important for land-

scape photography: 

High ISO performance: This is typically not 

important to landscape photographers, unless 

you plan on shooting at night. Even for night 

work, anything higher than 3200 probably 

isn’t necessary. For most landscape work, 

you’ll be shooting at your camera’s lowest ISO.

High frames-per-second rate: Landscape 

work doesn’t involve a lot of fast action, so 

there’s no need to have a camera that 

captures 10 frames per second! Even the 

slowest cameras are fine for landscapes.

Autofocus: Unless you don’t trust your 

eyesight, you won’t need a camera with 

advanced autofocus capabilities. Most 

focusing for landscape images is done 

manually, and if you do use autofocus, you 

won’t need advanced predictive or tracking 

autofocus modes.



ow much resolution does your camera really need? 

That all depends on what you plan to do with your 

landscape photos: sharing photos with friends on H
the Internet won’t require anywhere near as much resolution 

as making giant fine art prints. 

If you are only planning on posting low resolution photos to 

the Internet, honestly, you could probably get away with just using the camera on your smart phone. Even a six megapixel 

camera has enough resolution to make decent magazine reproductions. If you hope to sell your photos to magazines or to 

make medium-sized prints, however, something in the range between twenty to thirty megapixels is probably best. If your goal 

is to make large, incredibly detailed fine art prints of your work, you should consider a camera with forty or more megapixels. 

For me, probably 95% of my work never gets displayed at full resolution, and even the photos in this ebook don’t require huge 

resolution files. But for the 5% of my work that gets printed on magazine or book covers, or gets printed large for a fine art print 

client, I appreciate having the larger resolution files to work with. Just keep in mind that larger resolution files will also require 

superior computer processing and storage capabilities, which can add even more cost to your budget. For most serious land-

scape photographers, something in the range between 20 to 30 megapixels will be perfectly adequate. 

First, however, keep in mind that not all megapixels are 

created equal. Typically, larger sensor formats will have 

better image quality than smaller formats, as smaller sensors 

increase their megapixel count by packing pixels more 

densely together, which increases digital noise. For example, 

photos taken with a 24-megapixel APS-C sensor probably 

won’t look quite as good as photos taken with a 24-megapixel 

full frame sensor. Also, a camera’s dynamic range and ability 

to suppress digital noise can have a significant impact on 

image quality.   

LAKE SUPERIOR, USA: As of this writing, my primary land-

scape camera is a full frame 50-megapixel monster, offer-

ing exceptional resolution for the detailed wall-sized 

gallery prints that I almost never make. Yes, 50 megapixels 

is a bit of overkill for most of the work I do! Canon 5DSR, 

Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 200, f/16, 0.8 seconds. 

DON'T GET MANIC OVER

MEGAPIXELS



BANFF NATIONAL PARK, CANADA: You can still make stunning 

landscape photos even with “amateur” equipment. I made 

this photo with a compact point-and-shoot camera with a 

small 1-inch sensor. Ultimately, your creative vision will 

mean more than the equipment you are using. Panasonic 

DMC-FZ1000, ISO 125, f/8, 1/1600 second.



igital cameras come standard with live view, which turns the camera's LCD screen into an electronic viewfinder. D
Live view allows you 

to assess composition at a larger scale than you can see using your viewfinder. You’ll also find live view useful when dealing with 

odd-angle or low-level shots that make it difficult to get your eye to the viewfinder. Most live view systems also allow you to 

preview exposure using a feature known as exposure simulation. Some systems even allow you to preview focus and depth of 

field, which is especially useful for landscape photography. 

Live view 

works on DSLRs by flipping up the camera's mirror and directly projecting the image formed by the lens onto the digital 

sensor, which in turn feeds the LCD screen with a live preview image. With mirrorless cameras, you’re always looking at a 

live view display (whether on the back of the camera or on a tiny LCD screen as part of a digital viewfinder). 

Live view is a vital part of my field work flow, and I use it for almost 

every landscape photograph I make to optimize focus, composition, depth of field, and exposure. YASUR VOLCANO, VANUATU. 

Canon 5DIV, Canon 16-35mm f/2.8 lens, ISO 400, f/5.6, 8 seconds.

LIVE VIEW: AN ESSENTIAL TOOL FOR LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY



igital cameras basically have two image capture 

options: JPEG and raw. JPEGs are ready-to-use, Dcompressed image files created in camera with 

preset color, saturation and contrast adjustments applied. 

Raw files, on the other hand, are exactly what they sound 

like: they contain raw image data without any compres-

sion or alterations applied. 

Raw files give you tremen-

dous leeway to adjust color balance, saturation, contrast, 

and exposure, among other things. Although you can do 

all these things with JPEG files, since you have less data to 

work with, any adjustments you make are more likely to 

result in noticeably diminished image quality. 

Although JPEG is fine for 

casual use, if you are serious about landscape photogra-

phy, you’ll want to shoot raw, as it gives you more control 

over how the final image looks. 

JOKULSARLON, ICELAND: I always shoot raw format, using 

Adobe Camera Raw or Lightroom to optimize my raw 

files, exporting them into Photoshop for further editing if 

necessary. Canon 5DIII, Canon 16-35mm f/2.8 lens, polar-

izer filter, ISO 100, f/11, 0.5 seconds. 

ADVANTAGE
THE RAW



he ability of a digital camera sensor to simulta-

neously capture a wide range of brightness values is Tknown as its “dynamic range.” A camera with a wide 

dynamic range is better able to capture shadow and 

highlight detail at the same time. Most digital cameras 

have a fairly wide dynamic range, but some are better 

than others, with the best sensors today being able to 

capture up to almost 15 stops of light (typically referred to 

as ”EVs”, or Exposure Values). 

Don’t worry too much about dynamic range. A sensor 

capable of recording 12 EVs or higher is perfectly fine for 

most landscape work (in other words, most modern digi-

tal cameras will be sufficient). Although a camera with 

more dynamic range will make your life easier, I’ll discuss 

a number of ways to use equipment and exposure blend-

ing techniques to effectively expand your sensor’s range. 

The camera I use the most for landscape photography 

actually has a fairly limited dynamic range, and although I 

need to take a few extra steps to compensate, it doesn’t 

slow me down too much. 

DYNAMIC RANGE

Highlight

ShadowGOLD BUTTE NATIONAL MONUMENT, USA: The contrast 

between light and dark at sunset falls outside of the 

dynamic range of most cameras. Canon 5DIII, Tamron 15-

30mm f/2.8 lens, ISO 100, f/14, 1/125 second. 



ameras change all the time, but your lenses will 

stay with you for years to come. This makes lens Cchoice more critical than camera choice, so if you 

have to choose between upgrading to the latest camera 

offering or upgrading your lenses, go with the lenses. 

Also, I think it is fair to say that a high quality lens will 

contribute more to overall image quality than your 

camera; a high resolution photo shot through a poor lens 

will simply reveal the lens’ defects. 

In fact, many modern zooms are equal to 

or better than their prime counterparts. High quality 

z

In the past, prime 

lenses (lenses with a fixed focal length) were usually better 

than zooms in terms of image resolution, but this is no 

longer the case. 

ooms offer the obvious advantage of versatility and more 

precise framing of subjects, and although I use prime 

lenses from time to time when shooting landscapes, I 

shoot almost exclusively with zoom lenses, as do most 

landscape pros I know. But, what focal ranges are ideal for 

landscape photography? I list some recommendations on 

the next page.

LENSES

TORRES DEL PAINE NATIONAL PARK, CHILE: High-quality 

zoom lenses allow me to precisely frame my subjects, 

ensuring that I always get the composition I want. Canon 

5DIII, Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/16, 0.5 seconds.

INVESTMENT PRIORITY:



LENSES FOR LANDSCAPES
Wide-angle zoom: These 

lenses are useful for the bold 

“near-far” style of landscape 

composition. Your wide-

angle zoom will likely be 

your most used lens for 

landscapes. Examples: 16-

35mm (full frame), 10-18mm 

(APS-C).

Standard zoom: Another 

popular choice, especially for 

scenes that don’t require an 

extreme near-far juxtaposi-

tion. Standard zooms are 

useful for a more traditional 

“classic” approach. Examples: 

24-70mm (full frame), 18-

55mm (APS-C).

Ultra-wide zoom: These 

extreme perspective lenses 

are a lot of fun, but require 

some practice to use. Ultra-

wides are especially useful 

for cramped interiors or 

scenes with big clouds. 

Examples: 11-24mm (full 

frame), 8-16mm (APS-C).

Short telephoto zoom: 

These zooms are great for 

intimate shots, when you 

want to isolate a discreet 

portion of the overall land-

scape scene or zoom in on 

distant features. Examples: 

70-200mm (full frame), 55-

200mm (APS-C).

RECOMMENDED



BRUARFOSS, ICELAND: Reach for your wide-angle zoom when you want to capture expansive, sweeping grand landscape scenes 

with lots of sky along with nearby foreground elements. Canon 5DIII, Canon 16-35mm f/2.8 lens, ISO 200, f/11, 1/6 second.



GRAND TETON NATIONAL PARK, USA: Standard zoom lenses are ideal for “classic” landscape compositions that utilize a subtle 

progression of visual elements, rather than the bold juxtaposition of foreground and background more common to wide-angle 

shots. Canon 5DII, Canon 24-105mm f/4 lens, ISO 200, f/11, 1/5 second.



OLYMPIC NATIONAL PARK, USA: 

Ultra-wides allow you to achieve 

extreme near-far perspectives. But 

use with care! Canon 5DSR, Canon 

11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/11, 

1/640 second, focus stack blend.



COLORADO PLATEAU, USA: Longer focal 

lengths are perfect when you want to zoom 

in on distant landforms for intimate compo-

sitions. Canon 5DSR, Tamron 100-400mm 

f/4.5-6.3 lens, ISO 100, f/11, 6 seconds.



or landscape photography, you will have their own proprietary quick release 

absolutely need a sturdy yet lightweight system. Just make sure you get a mounting Ftripod to ensure maximum image plate for your camera that is compatible with 

sharpness and to keep your camera steady the quick release system used on your 

during long exposures. Carbon fiber tripods ballhead (most ballheads are sold with a 

are more expensive but weigh less than metal matching quick release plate for the camera).

tripods, while offering comparable rigidity and 

stability. You don’t need a tripod that is unduly Another useful accessory is an L-bracket, 

large, heavy, and burdensome, but it should be which cradles your camera with an Arca-Swiss 

tall enough to go almost to eye level when the compatible connection on both the horizontal 

legs are fully extended (without having to and vertical axis of the bracket, allowing you to 

resort to extending your center column). You easily flip your camera between horizontal and 

may also want a smaller, lighter tripod for long vertical orientation without having to “flop” 

hikes or extended backcountry trekking. your ball head over to the side. This results in a 

more stable setup, and makes switching from 

You’ll also need to get a good tripod head. I horizontal to vertical considerably easier. 

use a lightweight yet sturdy ball head with Unfortunately, L-brackets aren’t universal, but 

what is known as an Arca-Swiss style quick rather are tailor-made to fit specific camera 

release. The Arca-Swiss system is based on a models; make sure to get the correct bracket 

two piece mechanism: a plate that attaches to for your camera. Top left: A Giottos Silk Road 

a camera or lens, and a mounting clamp built YTL 8214 carbon fiber tripod with a Uniqball 

into the tripod head, where the plate gets UBH 45XC leveling ballhead with X-cross clamp. 

attached and secured. This simple and reliable Middle left: camera with 

system allows you to quickly mount and L-bracket in horizontal 

release the camera from your tripod. The Arca- position. Bottom left: 

Swiss standard is widely used by a number of camera with L-bracket in 

tripod head manufacturers, but not by all. vertical position. Right: 

Brands that don’t use the Arca-Swiss standard Kirk Enterprises L-Bracket.

TRIPOD, BALL HEAD, AND L-BRACKET



here are times when 

you will want to get 

as low as you can go T
when shooting landscapes, 

especially when photo-

graphing features on the 

ground such as sand rip-

ples or cracked mud. Many 

tripods allow “ground-level” placement that can get your 

camera almost to ground level, just a few inches above 

the ground. For tripods that won’t go to ground level on 

their own, modifications are often possible (such as 

removing the center column or using a ground-level 

adapter kit). In a pinch, you can also rest your camera on 

the ground on a small bean bag, a jacket, or something 

similar. Just remember that with ground-level placement, 

it is important to have solid support: you’ll likely need to 

do some focus stacking (discussed later) to get sharpness 

from near to far, which means you need to take multiple 

exposures for blending on the computer. This is easier to 

do if your camera doesn’t move between shots. 

GROUND LEVEL

NAMIB-NAUKLUFT NATIONAL PARK, NAMIBIA: Getting low 

helped me exaggerate the size and importance of the 

foreground sand ripples. Canon 5DIII, Canon 11-24mm f/4 

lens, ISO 100, f/11, 1/40 second, focus stack blend.

GET DOWN TO



riggering the shutter button of you camera by hand 

creates vibrations that can reduce image quality. 

The best way to prevent this and to ensure T
maximum image sharpness is to use a remote electronic 

shutter switch. A remote works 

best in conjunction with the 

mirror lock-up feature on your 

camera, as when the mirror flips 

up, it can cause vibration (you 

don’t have to worry about this 

with mirrorless cameras, or if 

shooting through live view with 

your DSLR as the mirror will be 

up when using live view). If you 

don’t have a remote or your 

remote breaks, you can use your 

camera’s two-second timer to 

trigger the shutter by hand. The 

two second delay will be sufficient for any vibrations to 

die down, but this won’t do you much good if you are 

working with dynamic scenes where timing is critical. 

REMOTE SHUTTER SWITCH

TORRES DEL PAINE NATIONAL PARK, CHILE: A remote switch 

is essential when trying to trigger the shutter precisely, 

such as when the perfect wave comes in. Canon 5DIII, 

Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/11, 0.4 seconds.

REDUCE VIBRATIONS WITH A



or effective landscape 

photography, you will 

probably want to invest in F
a few filters. You can use screw-

on filters, but if you want 

maximum flexibility to alter 

filter position or stack multiple 

filters, you should purchase a 

quality filter holder system. I 

use the LEE Filters system 

(featured in the inset photo), which consists of a 

Foundation Kit (which is the holder itself) and 

adapter rings to fit your various lenses. The adapter 

rings screw into the front elements of your lenses, 

so you need to get rings that match the filter thread 

sizes for your various lenses. LEE makes a recessed 

wide-angle adapter for any rings that will be used 

with a wide-angle lens; the recessed adapters are 

designed to prevent vignetting at wide angles, 

caused by the edges of the filter holder intruding 

into the picture frame. 

The three most commonly used filters for landscape 

are shown to the right. 

CONTROL THE LIGHT WITH

FILTERS
Polarizer filter: These filters are designed 

to remove glare and reflections. As the filter 

is spun, the angle of polarization changes, 

causing reflections to disappear. Polarizers 

are primarily used for waterfall and stream 

scenes, enhancing color and contrast by 

removing glare from wet rocks and water. 

Polarizer filters typically reduce the amount 

of light by two stops.  

Neutral density (ND) filters: These are 

dark filters designed to reduce the light 

coming in through the lens, and are used 

for lengthening exposure times. ND filters 

come in different strengths, allowing the 

photographer to fine-tune the exposure 

time. ND filters are used to lengthen expo-

sure times for scenes with moving water 

and for other long exposure effects.   

Graduated neutral density (GND) filters: 

Also known as grad filters, these are dark 

on top and clear on the bottom, with a 

graduated transition between the two. Grad 

filters are used for balancing exposures 

between bright skies and shadowed land-

scapes. Grads come in different strengths, 

allowing the photographer to match the 

right grad to the brightness of the sky.



aterfalls are a landscape favorite, but it is 

important to know how to do them right. WOvercast light typically works best; the soft, 

diffused light reduces contrast in the scene, helping to 

prevent distracting “hot spots” from forming in the water 

and on rocks. It is best to photograph waterways right 

after a soaking rain, as water darkens the rocks around a 

waterfall. A polarizer filter is essential when shooting 

waterfall scenes, to remove glare from wet foliage and 

rocks, enhance contrast, and intensify colors. When work-

ing in dry conditions, I will often spend a few minutes 

splashing water over rocks and logs in order to wet them 

down and replicate the drenched look found after a soak-

ing rain. Get in close to foreground elements, such as 

rapids or boulders beneath a waterfall, to create 

compositional interest and a sense of scale and perspec-

tive. Eddies and swirl pools also make very interesting 

foreground elements. I find that (safely) getting into the 

water below a waterfall is often preferred for finding 

dramatic compositions. Water sandals and rolled up pant 

legs is sufficient for shallow water, but knee, waist, or 

chest waders are better for deeper and colder water. 

CASE STUDY:

WATERFALLS

CASCADE RIVER STATE PARK, USA: I waded into the water 

and used the swirling rapids as my foreground. Canon 

5DSR, Canon 16-35mm f/2.8 lens, polarizer filter, ISO 100, 

f/5.6, 1.3 seconds.



SAN RAFAEL SWELL, USA: Visual 

design is critical for successful 

landscape photography. Canon 

5DSR, Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, 

ISO 100, f/11, 1/6 second.

CHAPTER TWO

LANDSCAPE COMPOSITION



here’s a preconception you might have about 

landscape photography that you need to get over, Tright now. You probably think that great scenery is 

necessary for great landscape photos: towering snow-clad 

mountains, sensuous sandstone formations, or thundering 

waterfalls are what you need to be looking for, right? Well, 

not really. At least not in the way you probably think. 

Although great scenery certainly doesn’t hurt, a bad 

photo of great scenery will still just be a bad photo. And, 

you don’t even need “great” scenery to make great 

landscape photos. Instead, you need to find scenery that 

is photogenic. Just because something is beautiful doesn’t 

mean it will photograph well, and something that isn’t 

stunning to the eye might make a great photo subject. 

Learning what works for landscape photos—and what 

doesn’t—will require you to think differently about the 

scenery around you. But, more important, you’ll need to 

quickly come to grips with the fact that the jaw-dropping 

scenery isn’t really your subject. Instead, the scenery 

needs to be pushed to the background of your 

photographs. Finding photogenic scenery is an essential 

first step, but it isn’t the end goal.  

CAMPO PIEDRA POMEZ, ARGENTINA: Great landscape pho-

tos require more than just stunning scenery. Canon 5DIII, 

Canon 24-70mm f/2.8 lens, ISO 100, f/13, 1/80 second.

SEND THE SCENERY TO THE

BACKGROUND



andscape photography just wouldn't be the same 

without the “near-far” style of composition, where a Lnearby foreground object is visually juxtaposed 

against interesting background scenery. I can’t emphasize 

enough how important this approach is; in essence, 

mastering the near-far composition, and pushing it to its 

extremes, is the most important part of this course. 

Wide-angle lenses are especially well suited for near-far 

compositions, as you can get really close to a foreground 

element and exaggerate its importance relative to the 

background. The reason wide-angle lenses are so effective 

for near-far compositions is because of perspective 

distortion, which causes objects that are closer to the lens 

to appear amplified in size compared to more distant 

objects. For example, with the image to the right, I 

aggressively used perspective distortion to enhance the 

size and importance of the interesting foreground rock 

formation, making it a vital part of the composition. 

JOSHUA TREE NATIONAL PARK, USA: I put an interesting 

boulder in the foreground of my composition, creating a 

dynamic visual relationship between it and the back-

ground scenery. Canon 5DII, Nikon 14-24mm f/2.8 lens 

with Canon adapter, ISO 400, f/16, 30 seconds.

NEAR AND FAR
CREATE A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN



ow do you pick a landscape composition? First, 

you have to select the right scene to photograph. HLet’s start with scene selection at its broadest, 

and then narrow in from there. We’ll get into all of the 

things you need to do in addition to finding photogenic 

scenery as we progress through this course, but for now, 

let’s pause and talk about finding good landscape loca-

tions. Typically, a lot of planning goes into my choice of 

locations and compositions, sometimes even months 

ahead of time. I start with research at home, which helps 

me narrow down potential spots. When I arrive on loca-

tion, the hard work begins, as I further explore my 

options. With landscape photography, curiosity, obsessive 

planning, persistence—and, of course, some luck—are the 

keys to making successful images! 

BADLANDS NATIONAL PARK, USA: I spent days scouting 

and exploring this cracked mud landscape, searching for 

potentially interesting compositions. Once I had identified 

a promising spot, I visualized my final image, and then all 

I had to do was to wait for the right weather conditions 

and light to complete the visual design. Canon 1DXII, 

Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/14, 1/4 second.

SCENE SELECTION
IT ALL STARTS WITH



efore I travel to a new photo location, I start with some 

research just to get a feel for the place. I don't want to look 

too much at other people's images, because I don't want B
my personal vision influenced by what others are doing, but I try 

to at least get a general idea of what to expect. The Internet is a 

good starting point, and an invaluable tool when planning future 

photo trips. Once a destination captures my attention, I'll start 

doing focused research. Google Images can be particularly useful 

when considering locations and compositions; however, don’t just 

look to copy other people's pho-

tos. Sometimes I will also review 

hiking or paddling guides, espe-

cially when I am hoping to find 

something off the beaten path 

that has been overlooked by 

other photographers. 

I also like to consult the satellite views that are available on most major map websites and apps 

to get a better feel for the terrain (featured above right: the satellite view on Bing Maps). My 

hunt for interesting landscape locations usually also takes me to Google Earth, where I can 

study detailed satellite maps as well as user-posted photos.

I also use The Photographer's Ephemeris phone app (featured to the left), which not only 

gives me satellite imagery, but also shows me the location of sunrise, sunset, moonrise, 

moonset, and a bunch of other important data. This is an invaluable tool for my landscape 

planning, helping me determine which compositions might work best when I am in the field. 

INTERNET AND APP TOOLS FOR SCOUTING LANDSCAPE LOCATIONS



hen all of the research and planning is done, really want to find the best compositions. Often, shots 

it’s time to head to your chosen landscape planned remotely turn out to be unworkable or Wdestination, armed with a list of potential unrealistic, so you might quickly need to come up with 

locations and compositions. Once on location, you need some alternatives. 

to start scouting. Explore the area as much as possible, 

trying to find interesting subjects. You might start by With weeks or even months of planning and several 

driving around to generally scout, but when something hours or days of scouting, landscape photography is 

interesting catches your eye, you’ll need to get out of the tough work! But it is all worth it when you find the 

car and hike around to see what you can find. You perfect spot. Of course, finding the right scenery is only 

should plan to spend several hours every day scouting. the beginning. Next, I’ll discuss in more detail what it is 

Online research and satellite previews can only tell you exactly that you should be looking for, and how best to 

so much; your will need to put your feet to work if you approach making landscape photos that will stand out. 

INITIAL LOCATION SCOUTING



o, once I am out and about exploring, what am I 

looking for? Of course, I’m looking for photogenic Sscenery. But I’m also looking to create a sense of 

place, which is 

But I’m not really 

looking for stunning scenery (or at least, I’m not just 

looking for stunning scenery): instead, I’m looking to 

assemble a group of visual elements together to form a 

pleasing and compelling composition. To that end, I criti-

cally assess elements of the landscape, not just as what 

they are (such as wildlfowers or mountains), but also in 

terms of their shape, color, and brightness. Above all, I 

want to give 

best approached by simply asking the 

following questions: What is it about the scenery that I 

find inspiring or appealing? What seems unique to me? 

What can be found here that can’t be found anywhere 

else? Which features of the scenery tell its story best? 

Answering these questions helps me decide which visual 

elements to include in the composition. 

the viewer a sense of “being there.” Once I 

find a powerful composition, I’ll return to the location at 

sunrise or sunset and hope for great light to bring the 

scene to its fullest potential.

SENSE OF PLACE
STRIVE TO CREATE A

PORCUPINE MOUNTAINS STATE PARK, USA: Effective land-

scape photos result from the combination of strong com-

positions and great light. Canon 5DSR, Canon 11-24mm 

f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/11, 3.2 seconds.



(ALL PHOTOS) SENJA, NORWAY: Although 

this photo has strong leading lines and 

gorgeous sunset color, it could have 

been taken anywhere in the world with a 

rocky coastline. There’s little to give it a 

sense of place. Canon 5DSR, Canon 11-

24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/11,1/8 second, 

focus stack blend.

The dramatic mountain in the back-

ground gives this photo a more defined 

sense of place than the previous photo. 

I'm moving in the right direction, but 

this could have been taken anywhere 

with rugged mountain scenery. Canon 

5DSR, Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 400, 

f/11,1/6 second, focus stack blend.

The stunning mountains and deeply 

carved fjords create a more strongly 

defined sense of place. These visual cues 

showcase unique features of this land-

scape and practically scream to the 

viewer: Norway! Canon 5DSR, Canon 11-

24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/11,1.3 seconds, 

focus stack blend.

SENSE OF PLACE EXAMPLES



lthough you can do landscape photography anytime of year, you should definitely plan to take advantage of the best 

opportunities each season offers. Many seasonal events, such as wildflower blooms or autumn color, are short-lived and Avary by location and altitude, so make sure to plan ahead. The Internet is a great place to get information on seasonal 

events; not only can you research forecasted peak times for flowers or fall color, but you can also monitor sites that provide 

frequent updates about current conditions.

SEASONAL APPROACHTAKE A

Spring: Waterfalls are rush-

ing, minty green leaves 

emerge, and the forests are 

dotted with wildflowers. 

Everything is fresh, making 

spring a wonderful time for 

landscape photography.   

Summer: Fields of wild-

flowers carpet high alpine 

meadows, and in some 

places, summer heat brings 

dramatic storm clouds. Short 

nights mean little sleep for 

the landscape photographer! 

Autumn: Stunning fall color 

is, of course, the primary 

appeal of this season, but 

cooling temperatures also 

bring lots of fog and mist. 

Peak autumn color doesn’t 

last long, so be prepared.

Winter: Snow and ice cover 

the landscape. Winter pho-

tography is usually best after 

a big snowstorm, covering 

everything in a clean layer of 

white. Dress warm, and bring 

a thick pair of mittens!



ere’s the single most important lesson of this course, so 

pay attention! Once you’ve found some photogenic Hscenery, the next step is to start using the F word. 

No, I don’t mean that F word (you know, the one that will get 

you in trouble with your family and co-workers). The F word I’m 

talking about here is foreground. When you use fore-

ground—the stuff that is at your feet—you establish a visual 

relationship between the bottom of the photograph and the 

top, which is important for leading the viewer’s eye into the 

scene. A good foreground anchors the composition, giving the 

viewer a logical starting point as they explore the image and 

giving them a sense of “being there.” In fact, in many ways the 

foreground is the most important part of a landscape composi-

tion. Learning how to use foreground effectively is absolutely 

critical if you want to make compelling landscape photos. So 

important, in fact, most of this course is dedicated to mastering 

foreground and the focus challenges that come with it!  

STOKKNES, ICELAND: I explored the shore in the pre-dawn light 

until I found this interesting series of ripples in the sand covered 

by a thin layer of frost. The crest pointed to the background 

scenery, making it an ideal leading foreground. Canon 5DIII, 

Tamron 15-30mm f/2.8 lens, ISO 100, f/13, 1/15 second. 

LEARN TO LOVE THE

F WORD



EXAMPLES OF COMMONLY USED FOREGROUNDS

Flowers and plants: A sea-

sonal favorite of landscape 

photographers, wildflowers 

add a splash of color to any 

foreground. Look for pat-

terns formed by the flowers.

Boulders in streams: Rocks 

sticking out of the water in 

the foreground act as visual 

anchors, drawing the eye 

and leading it further into 

the composition.

Flowing water: When work-

ing on the coast, use long 

exposures to reveal shapes 

and lines formed by incom-

ing or outgoing waves. Make 

them your foreground.

Rock formations: Look for 

interesting striations and 

patterns formed in rock. 

Sandstone in particular can 

have long striations, but 

other rocks can work too.

ind something good! Since foreground elements are the first that the viewer's eye encounters, you had better be sure that 

your foreground is interesting and relevant to the rest of the composition; it must assist you in your goal of creating depth Fand visual progression into the scene. In other words, not any foreground will do! Resist the temptation to find anything to 

put in the foreground just so you have something there. Instead, take the time to find a foreground that actually works toward 

your goal of captivating viewers and visually trapping them in your composition. Here are some examples:



IMPORTANT FOREGROUND SHAPES

Leading lines: Vertical or diagonal 

lines can lead the eye to critical 

areas in your image. Lines stretch-

ing from the foreground to the 

background or radiating from the 

corners of the image into the 

center can be particularly effective. 

Curves: S-curves, c-curves, and zigzag shapes 

are effective at encouraging the viewer to 

explore different parts of your landscape 

compositions. As with lines, these shapes work 

best if they lead to an interesting background. 

Progression of shapes: A pro-

gression of shapes stretching from 

foreground to background can 

also lead and engage the viewer’s 

eye and enhance compositional 

interest. Shape repetition makes 

the visual effect stronger.  

hat you should really be looking for are foreground objects that form shapes that will help lead the viewer’s eye 

deeper into the scene, enhance the feeling of depth in the photo, and complement other shapes in the composition. WHere are a few examples: 

(LEFT) NAMIB-NAUKLUFT NATIONAL PARK, 

NAMIBIA: Canon 5DIII, Canon 16-35mm f/2.8 

lens, ISO 100, f/13, 1/160 second. (ABOVE) 

NAMIB-NAUKLUFT NATIONAL PARK, NAMIBIA: 

Canon 5DIII, Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 

100, f/11, 1/50 second. (RIGHT) OLYMPIC 

NATIONAL PARK, USA: Canon 5DSR, Canon 11-

24mm f/4 lens, ISO 400, f/16, 1/6 second, focus 

stack blend.   



VIRUNGA NATIONAL PARK, CONGO: While standing on the summit crater of 

Mount Nyiragongo at 11,385 feet above sea level, looking down at the 

churning lava lake below me, I zoomed out wide to show the huge 

plumes of smoke rising from the crater into the night sky, as well as the 

foreground boulders which frame the scene. Canon 5DIII, Canon 11-

24mm f/4 lens, ISO 3200, f/8, exposure blend of 0.5 seconds and 4 seconds.



D
istortion is often discussed by photographers as if 

it is bad thing. But, for landscape photography, 

distortion can be a very good thing, if you learn 

to use it the right way. There are three principle types of 

distortion that can enhance your landscape compositions. 

First is a type of perspective distortion known as forced 

perspective, which causes objects closer to the lens to 

appear larger than objects that are farther away. Second is 

known as edge distortion, a lens distortion effect that is 

most noticeable with wide-angle lenses, where objects at 

the edges of the image frame appear to stretch and warp. 

Third is another perspective distortion effect known as 

perspective lean, which causes straight lines to lean 

diagonally when you point your camera up or down. All 

three of these distortion effects can be used creatively to 

make compelling landscape compositions that enhance 

near/far compositions and draw the viewer into the scene.

GRAND STAIRCASE-ESCALANTE NATIONAL MONUMENT, USA: 

Forced perspective, perspective lean, and edge distortion 

pull the sandstone striations diagonally into the corners 

and edges of the image, giving it more depth and leading 

the eye. Canon 5DIII, Tamron 15-30mm f/2.8 lens, ISO 100, 

f/16, 1.6 seconds.

DISTORTION
CREATIVELY USE



he key to working with foreground is to creatively 

use a type of perspective distortion called forced Tperspective. Forced perspective is pretty simple in 

theory: the relative sizes of objects change as you move 

closer or farther away. With landscape photography, this 

usually means that close foreground objects appear 

amplified in size compared to more distant background 

objects, giving extra emphasis to the foreground subject. 

The lens itself does not cause perspective distor-

tion—rather, it is the way the lens is used—as the cam-

era’s position relative to objects in the scene makes them 

appear larger if close, or smaller if farther away. This also 

makes the scene appear to “open up,” giving the appear-

ance of extended perspective and enhancing the feeling 

of depth in the composition. 

SAMUEL H. BOARDMAN STATE SCENIC CORRIDOR, USA: The 

sea stack in the background was probably forty feet high, 

while the marooned kelp loop in the foreground was only 

a few feet long. Because I got really close to the kelp, it 

appears much larger than the sea stack in the back-

ground. Canon 5DIII, Nikon 14-24mm f/2.8 lens with 

Canon adapter, ISO 100, f/14, 1/40 second.

MAKE BOLD COMPOSITIONS WITH

FORCED PERSPECTIVE



VALLEY OF FIRE STATE PARK, USA: I was less than a foot 

away from the nearest mud ripple. I got close enough to 

fill the bottom of the picture frame with the ripple, mak-

ing it an integral part of the overall composition. If I had 

been farther away, the ripple would have been reduced in 

size (appearing not much larger than the ripples behind 

it). This would have made the composition much less 

effective. Canon 5DIII, Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, 

f/16, 1/250 second, focus stack blend.

ide-angle lenses greatly exaggerate the forced 

perspective effect, as their wide angles of view Wtake in and shrink even expansive back-

grounds, and when used close to a foreground, can make 

nearby objects appear huge in comparison. The end result 

is a noticeable exaggeration of the size relationship 

between near and far objects, often to a ridiculous 

degree. This is why wide-angle lenses are preferred by 

most landscape photographers, and you’ll quickly find 

that they allow you to more creatively explore forced 

perspective than other lenses.  

You need to be careful when selecting your focal length. 

Think critically about how big or small you want your 

background to be rendered in the final composition.

OPTIMIZE FORCED PERSPECTIVE WITH

WIDE-ANGLE LENSES



NAMIB-NAUKLUFT NATIONAL PARK, NAMIBIA: Forced perspective isn’t the sole province of wide-angle lenses. Because 

I was closer to the middle tree than the ones in the distance, it is rendered much larger in the final composition. 

Canon 5DIII, Tamron 70-200mm f/2.8 lens, ISO 100, f/22, 5 seconds.



ZOOM TO SET THE SIZE OF YOUR

BACKGROUND
to decide how large you want your background Oto be. That’s where having a zoom lens really 

comes in handy. I resist the temptation to always shoot at 

the widest end of my focal range, as sometimes it can 

make your beautiful background scenery look too small. I 

zoom in as necessary to size my background to my liking, 

and then figure out how to incorporate my foreground, 

which can usually be easily accomplished by moving 

slightly forward or backward until the foreground fits 

(sometimes some tweaking of the focal length may be 

necessary to appropriately size both foreground and 

background). If you don’t have a zoom, or you can’t zoom 

in or out enough to get your background right, you need 

to “zoom with you feet”: move around until you find a 

position that accommodates your needs. Since you are 

moving to resize your background, sometimes you will 

need to move a lot to get it right (think possibly miles 

instead of feet)! 

nce you’ve selected your general scene, you need 

TORRES DEL PAINE NATIONAL PARK, CHILE: For this photo, I 

zoomed in tighter (to 13mm from a minimum focal length 

of 11mm) to increase the size of the background moun-

tains. Canon 5DSR, Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, 

f/11, 1/13 second, focus stack blend.



OBJECTS IN MIRROR
ARE CLOSER THAN THEY APPEAR

emember that famous scene from the 

movie Jurassic Park when the T-Rex is Rchasing a fleeing car and one of the 

characters sees it in the rear view mirror? Well, 

the rear view mirror on your car is essentially a 

wide-angle lens, so the same principle: “ob-

jects in mirror are closer than they appear,” 

applies to the creative use of forced perspec-

tive when making landscape photos. Or, rather, 

we have to flip the script for photography: 

when working with a wide-angle lens, every-

thing starts to look much smaller than it really 

is, making even large objects appear to be 

small and nearby objects appear to be far 

away. You need to get closer—much 

closer—to make objects look significant. 

So, never forget the T-Rex from Jurassic Park 

when you are making wide-angle landscape 

photos. But—unlike with the T-Rex—don’t be 

afraid to get really close to your foreground, as 

doing so intensifies the forced perspective 

effect. In order to get a compelling, heart-

pounding, in-your-face perspective, you need 

to be very close to your subject. Think of it this 

way: if it would be too close for comfort for 

encounters with a hungry T-Rex, then it is 

perfect for landscape photography!  



HAWAI’I VOLCANOES NATIONAL PARK, USA: Extreme light, extreme weather, 

extreme perspectives—there’s a lot of pressure to push landscape photos to 

the extreme, but you should never do so at the expense of your own personal 

safety. I made this photo of lava flowing into the ocean from the safety of a 

boat captained by a licensed operator, but the three photographers on the 

unstable cliff were not only breaking the rules, they were also exposing 

themselves to extreme danger. Only your creativity should be extreme! Canon 

1DXII, Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 800, f/4, 1/80 second. 



PICTURED ROCKS NATIONAL LAKESHORE, USA: The combination of forced perspective and edge distortion creates a compo-

sition featuring a compelling radial pattern of converging diagonal lines. My lens was less than a foot away from the near-

est parts of this narrow cave opening, which causes the otherwise parallel striations in the sandstone to appear diagonally 

stretched at the edges. Canon 5DSR, Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/11, 0.5 seconds, focus stack blend. 



USE PERSPECTIVE LEAN TO CREATE

CONVERGING LINES
henever you point a wide-angle lens above or 

below the horizon, perspective distortion will 

cause otherwise parallel vertical lines to appear to W
converge; the more you depart from the horizon, the more 

that parallel lines will appear to converge. For example, when 

you are in a forest and point your camera up, the tree trunks 

will appear to “lean in” and converge toward the center top 

of the image (the opposite happens when you point your 

camera down, with the trees appearing to lean out). I call this 

perspective lean, and although it happens with all lenses, 

perspective lean is most apparent with wide-angles. This 

effect is particularly obvious in the photo to the right, where I 

was pointing my camera steeply up while shooting in a 

forest. This image also demonstrates how perspective lean 

can be used creatively. Converging lines create what is 

known in art as a vanishing point. The viewer’s eye will 

naturally be drawn to this point where the lines converge, 

making it a powerful place within the composition. You can 

use perspective distortion creatively to enhance this and 

other compositional effects. (2) You can try backing away and zooming in to a longer 

focal length, which will change the angle of your camera and 
Whether you like perspective distortion or not is up to you, thereby reduce the amount of lean—but this might prevent 
and may depend a lot on the scene being photographed. If you from achieving a dynamic perspective. (3) You can also 
you want to avoid the “leaning tree problem,” you can try make perspective corrections when processing the image 
several things: (1) Put the horizon in the middle of the frame; (discussed in the Processing video modules), although this 
this will keep your tree trunks vertical. This option is not will require stretching the image and may also require you to 
always possible, and it will limit your compositional choices. crop portions of the image, reducing image quality. 

REDWOOD NATIONAL PARK, USA: The converging lines 

created by the trees help frame and emphasize the sun-

burst in the center, and the distortion also creates diago-

nal lines, helping to make the composition more dynamic. 

Canon 5DIII, Canon 16-35mm f/4 lens, polarizer filter, ISO 

100, f/13, 1/10 second. 



JOKULSARLON, ICELAND: Of course, not every landscape photo 

needs to be extreme and “in your face.” Subtler expressions of 

composition, mood, and light can be appreciated too! Canon 

5DSR, Canon 70-200mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/8, 1/400 second.



WHERE TO PUT THE HORIZON
ou should think critically about the placement of the horizon in your landscape photos. Since the horizon line tends to be 

prominent, it can visually divide your composition in an unhelpful way if you aren’t careful. Personally, I place my horizon Ywhere I think it will best balance the visual elements that I have included in my composition. Sometimes, I might place the 

horizon slightly higher or lower than the middle of the composition; or, I might push the horizon into the extreme upper or 

lower parts of the image; while at other times I might put the horizon in the middle (this is often the case when I am photo-

graphing a reflection in water). If I don’t have an interesting sky, I will typically push the horizon higher to exclude as much of the 

sky as possible. If I have beautiful clouds, the horizon might end up nearer to the middle or the bottom so I can include as much 

sky as possible. Here are some examples:

Middle: I gave the scenery 

and its reflection equal 

treatment, with the horizon 

in the middle.

High: I excluded most of the 

sky as it didn’t have any 

interesting clouds, pushing 

the horizon to the top.

Low: I placed the horizon 

near the bottom of the 

image frame to emphasize 

the curving cloud shape.

Slightly above middle: To 

include the dynamic clouds, I 

placed the horizon just 

above center.



Electronic level: Many 

digital cameras these days 

come with a built-in elec-

tronic level; just activate the 

level, and tilt your camera 

until the display indicates 

that the camera is level. With 

most electronic levels, the 

display flashes green when 

the camera is perfectly level.

HORIZONLEVEL YOUR

Manual adjustment: Most 

camera live view displays 

allow you to superimpose a 

grid, which you can use to 

manually align your horizon. 

Trying to do it without the 

grid is tricky, especially when 

peering through the view-

finder which forces you to 

tilt your head. 

othing drives people nuts more than a tilted horizon. Unless you are going for an obvious “tilted horizon” effect (which 

I don’t recommend for landscape photography), even a slight tilt will bother people. Lucky for you, ensuring that your Nhorizon is perfectly level each and every time is rather easy. 

Bubble level: If your camera 

doesn’t have an electronic 

level, you can buy an inex-

pensive bubble level that fits 

on your camera’s hot shoe. 

This works just like a carpen-

ter’s bubble level: just adjust 

the tilt of your camera until 

the bubble lies in between 

the two lines. 

What should you do if the horizon is naturally titled? In some locations, the landscape might have a slope to it (an example is 

the Grand Canyon, and its infamously sloping horizon has been frustrating landscape photographers for over a century). Or, if 

you are shooting on a shoreline, the horizon might appear tilted if the shore curves away from you into the distance. Should you 

level your camera and let the horizon appear tilted, or tilt your camera to match the horizon and make it appear level? 

Ultimately, this is up to you. But, as I said above, nothing drives people nuts more than a tilted horizon. So, when faced with a 

naturally tilted horizon, I usually tilt my camera to match the horizon tilt and make it appear level.

Fix it on the computer: 

Most photo editing pro-

grams have tools allowing 

you to level your photos on 

the computer. Keep your 

camera as level as possible 

when taking photos, as 

severe horizon corrections 

will result in having to crop 

and lose image resolution.



SOMETIMES

LESS IS MORE
n this Age of the Internet, we are constantly bom-

barded with landscape images that feature ridiculously Iextreme in-your-face perspectives and nuclear-

explosive magical light and color—many if not most of 

which are concoctions cooked up on a computer. And 

while certainly I encourage you in this course to push the 

creative boundaries of the use of perspective and light, I 

think it is a good time to pull back from all that and 

remind you of the beauty of the simpler things in life. You 

shouldn’t always be looking to amaze viewers and get a 

maximum number of likes, hearts, and wows online. 

Instead, break free from the Internet rat race, and practice 

taking a more personally expressive approach to your 

landscape photography. Unfortunately, the word “subtle” 

has almost disappeared from the landscape photography 

lexicon. And while your subtler photos might not get 

noticed as much, I suspect they will end up being among 

your personal favorites: they will reflect your artistic vision, 

and not some paint-by-numbers approach designed to 

impress strangers online. 

WHITE SANDS NATIONAL PARK, USA: I made this minimalist 

composition during the “blue hour” of early morning 

twilight. Canon 5DIII, Canon 24-105mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, 

f/11, 30 seconds.



haped by the wind, sand dunes are always in 

motion and always changing—each visit is never Sthe same as the last. In the right light, and with the 

right conditions, dunes are magical subjects, allowing you 

to explore with a creative eye and to make truly unique 

images. Wind is the key to successful sand dune photog-

raphy: wind forms sand dunes, and creates patterns, 

shapes, and ripples in the sand. And most important, wind 

removes footprints and other unsightly blemishes, creat-

ing pristine photo scenes. Monitor the weather forecast, 

and try to time your visit to the dunes after a windy day.

Sand dunes look best in strong, colorful, angled light. 

 

The 

best times to photograph dunes are near sunrise and 

sunset, when the light is colorful but also when the sun is 

high enough in the sky to form shadows. Dunes look best 

when they have a mix of well-defined areas of light and 

shadow, with the tops of dune crests or rippled sand in 

the light and “valley” areas in shadow. 

CASE STUDY:

SAND DUNES

GREAT SAND DUNES NATIONAL PARK AND PRESERVE, USA: 

Strong, angled light at sunrise and sunset can reveal 

shapes and textures for dune compositions. Canon 5DII, 

Nikon 14-24mm f/2.8 lens with Canon adapter, ISO 100, 

f/11, 1/10 second.



CHAPTER THREE

DEEP FOCUS



ince the days of Ansel Adams, sharp focus through-

out the picture frame has been one of the most Sdefining characteristics of landscape photography. I 

call this effect deep focus, and in this chapter, I discuss a 

variety of techniques for ensuring that everything from 

near to far looks sharp. The deep focus effect is important 

because people don’t perceive the world with selective 

focus. By rendering the entire scene as sharp, the viewer 

can focus all of their attention on the composition and the 

colors, freeing them to explore the scene you present to 

them. Deep focus is an invitation into the world you have 

captured with your camera, immersing the viewer and 

enhancing their feeling of “being there.”

Of course, Ansel had an old-style view camera, which gave 

photographers all sorts of tricks for achieving deep focus. 

With modern digital cameras, these tricks generally aren’t 

available, and ensuring sharpness from near to far can be 

a bit more complicated. But never fear, I will teach you a 

foolproof method that works every time!  

DEATH VALLEY NATIONAL PARK, USA: Several techniques 

allow you to achieve deep focus, even when using 

extreme perspectives. Canon 5DIII, Canon 24-70mm f/2.8 

lens, ISO 100, f/11, 1/80 second, focus stack blend. 

DEEP FOCUS
IMMERSE THE VIEWER WITH



NEAR/FAR SHARPNESS

CHALLENGES
specially w

it can be a challenge to ensure sharp focus from Enear to far in the composition. In practice, several 

factors will make achieving deep focus challenging when 

making landscape compositions. First, most landscape 

scenes simultaneously include objects that are very close 

and very far away, making it difficult to achieve sharp 

focus throughout the entire image frame. To do so, you 

need to understand several confusing concepts including 

plane of focus, depth of field, and hyperfocal distance. 

Second, using small apertures to extend your field of 

sharp focus creates a problem called diffraction, which 

degrades overall image quality. Third is something called 

field curvature, which is a defect inherent to wide-angle 

lens designs. Fourth, in an effort to achieve extreme per-

spective effects, you’ll often be using your lens very close 

to your foreground, making the depth of field problem 

even worse. Sometimes, with really extreme perspectives, 

you can’t achieve deep focus with depth of field alone.

hen working close to foreground objects, 

BADLANDS NATIONAL PARK, USA: Extreme perspectives 

require extra effort to ensure the appearance of sharp 

focus throughout the entire image frame. Canon 1DXII, 

Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/14, 1/5 second.



FOCUSED
hen photographing a landscape scene, where 

do you focus your lens? If you are photo-Wgraphing people or wildlife, the answer is 

usually simple: focus on your subject. But for a scene such 

as the one featured to the right, is the subject the fore-

ground? Or the background? I think it is fair to say that 

the entire scene is the subject, and unlike with wildlife 

photography (where selective focus is typical), with a 

landscape photo, you want everything in the picture frame 

to be in sharp focus. But how do you do this?

When shooting landscape photos, it is critical that you 

understand three important concepts: plane of focus, 

hyperfocal distance, and depth of field. Mastery of these 

principles will allow you to make sure that everything in 

your landscape photos from near to far is sharp in focus. If 

you want to make detailed 30”x45” prints to proudly hang 

on your wall, read on!

APOSTLE ISLANDS NATIONAL LAKESHORE, USA: The fore-

ground was very close to me, making it critical to get 

focus and aperture correct in order to ensure near to far 

sharpness. Canon 5DIII, Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, 

f/11, 1 second.

GET



PLANE OF
hen we talk about focus, you focus on any point on the wall, 

we often use the phrase the entire wall ends up in focus (Fig-W“focus point,” but this is a ure 1). If you tilt your camera down, 

bit misleading. Actually, a more accu- then your plane of focus tilts down 

rate way to think about it is as a focus too, so when you focus on the bricks 

plane. And I don’t mean “plane” as in in front of you at eye level, the top 

airplane, but rather “plane” as in “a and bottom bricks on the wall are no 

flat surface.” The plane of focus is a longer in focus (Figure 2).

two dimensional plane in front of the 

camera at the point of focus, and it is For many landscape scenes, however, 

always parallel to the camera’s sensor. your subject plane is going to be 

The plane of focus remains in the more perpendicular to your focus 

same position relative to the sensor plane than parallel, especially when 

plane when you tilt the camera up or the camera is leveled (Figure 3). Often, 

down. Of course, many lenses suffer when photographing a near-far land-

from a bit of field curvature distortion, scape scene, you end up tilting your 

so their focal planes won’t be per- camera down, which more closely 

fectly flat but will curve slightly, but aligns your focus plane and your 

that makes everything a bit too com- subject plane (Figure 4), but even this 

plicated, so let’s not worry about it is not enough to get everything in 

now (I’ll discuss field curvature in focus at once. 

more detail later).

This is where hyperfocal distance 

Here’s an example that should make and depth of field come to the res-

this more clear. Let’s say you’re photo- cue. To learn more, keep reading!

graphing a brick wall in front of you. 

With you camera perfectly level, when 

Subject plane

Focus plane

Subject plane

Focus plane

Focus plane

Brick wall

Figure 1

Focus plane

Brick wall

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

FOCUS



emember at the beginning 

of this chapter when I said 

that Ansel Adams had a R
fancy camera that allowed him to 

easily achieve near-far focus? 

Without getting into the technical 

stuff too much, the camera 

basically allowed the photographer to tilt the lens to align 

it better with the plane of focus. This feature isn’t available 

on modern digital cameras, but there are specialty lenses 

called tilt-shift lenses that allow you to do essentially the 

same thing and tilt the lens’ plane of focus and achieve 

exceptional near-far sharpness even with large apertures. 

Unfortunately, tilt-shift lenses are only offered in a limited 

number of fixed focal lengths (an example is the Canon 

TS-E 17mm f/4 lens featured above), and they are rather 

expensive. You can achieve the same effect with any lens 

using focus stacking (discussed later in this chapter). By 

the way, these lenses also allow movements called “shift” 

which are used to correct perspective lean when pointing 

the camera up or down (this is especially useful for 

architecture photographers).

BADLANDS NATIONAL PARK, USA: I used a tilt-shift lens 

to achieve sharp near-far focus. Canon 5DIII, Canon 

TS-E 17mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/11, 1/15 second.

SIDEBAR:
TILT-SHIFT LENSES



yperfocal distance is a confusing concept, involving a How much depth of field you have is determined by your 

lot of mathematical formulas, making the whole thing choice of aperture. 

seem ridiculously complicated. H
Make sense? Don’t worry, I’ll clear things up. But let’s turn to 

depth of field for a moment, which I discuss in greater detail 

Here’s what Wikipedia has to say on on the next page.

the subject:

In optics and photography, hyperfocal distance is a 

distance beyond which all objects can be brought 

into an "acceptable" focus. The hyperfocal distance 

is the closest distance at which a lens can be 

focused while keeping objects at infinity acceptably 

sharp. When the lens is focused at this distance, all 

objects at distances from half of the hyperfocal 

distance out to infinity will be acceptably sharp. 

Wow. Got that? I’m not surprised if you didn’t. The next few 

pages will make this all a lot easier to understand.

Let’s start by simplifying the discussion. Basically, hyperfocal 

distance tells you where to focus your lens. But when it comes 

to making sure everything in your picture frame is acceptably 

sharp, the definition of hyperfocal distance is misleading: 

simply setting the lens to the hyperfocal distance alone won’t 

ensure sharp focus from near to far in your composition. 

Hyperfocal distance doesn’t act alone; instead, it works in 

conjunction with depth of field, which extends your apparent 

zone of focus in front of and behind your chosen focus point. 

But without effectively 

understanding how hyperfocal distance works, you will find it 

difficult to adequately ensure that all parts of the image frame 

are acceptably in focus. 

HYPERFOCAL DISTANCE

Let’s pause for a moment of definition. “Infinity” means 

the farthest point a lens can focus, which is denoted on 

your lens by a small infinity 

mark (or rather, it should be 

marked, but not all lenses 

have distance marks on 

them):

Now here’s the weird thing: 

with most lenses, you can 

actually focus past infinity (you’re really focusing past the 

infinity mark, not past infinity itself, which is impossible). 

Lens makers do this to compensate for shifting of the 

infinity focus point that results from lens materials react-

ing to temperature changes. So even if you manually set 

the lens focus point to infinity, you can’t always be sure 

that you have accurately focused on infinity. Yeah, I 

know—it’s a crazy world!

TO INFINITY AND BEYOND!

GOING THE



epth of field is another confusing yet important 

concept for you to understand. Depth of field can Dbe thought of as a “zone of focus” around the 

focus point. Here’s Wikipedia’s definition of depth of field:

Depth of field (DOF), also called focus range or 

effective focus range, is the distance between 

the nearest and farthest objects in a scene that 

appear acceptably sharp in an image. Although 

a lens can precisely focus at only one distance 

at a time, the decrease in sharpness is gradual 

on each side of the focused distance, so that 

within the DOF, the unsharpness is 

imperceptible under normal viewing conditions.

As you can see with the photo to the right, depth of field 

has a significant influence on the appearance of 

sharpness. The right side shows the image taken with 

minimal depth of field (showing only a small zone of 

apparent sharpness around the focus point), while the left 

side shows the image taken with extensive depth of field 

(with apparent sharpness stretching from near to far).

Several factors affect depth of field, including camera-to-

subject distance, lens focal length, sensor size, and the 

selected lens f-number (or aperture). Apertures and f-

numbers are discussed in confusing detail on the next 

page. Yes, I know—I promised less confusion, not more. 

Trust me, we’re getting there! 

DEPTH OF FIELD



very lens has a variable aperture that lets in light 

to the sensor. The aperture consists of multiple 

blades arranged in a circular array that work E
together to increase or decrease the size of the aperture 

opening (thus changing the amount of light passing 

through). An f-stop or f-number describes the size of the 

aperture opening. Once again, we turn to Wikipedia:

In optics, the f-number (sometimes called focal 

ratio, f-ratio, f-stop, or relative aperture) of an 

optical system is the ratio of the lens's focal 

length to the diameter of the entrance pupil. 

Okay, so that’s not very helpful. So, here’s why f-stops 

matter for landscape photography, and why you need to 

roughly understand how they work: the f-stop determines 

depth of field, which, as you know from the proceeding 

page, determines how much of the scene appears to be in 

focus. Smaller f-stops such as f/22 and f/16 produce lots 

of depth of field, while larger f-stops such as f/2.8 or f/4 

produce less depth of field. Still with me?

APERTURE AND F-STOPS
F-stops, frankly, don’t make much sense. The f-stops with the 

biggest numbers (like f/22) are “small” apertures,” while f-stops 

with small numbers are “big” or “wide” apertures. For example, 

the image to the left below shows a big aperture, in this case 

f/2.8. The image to the right shows a lens stopped down to a 

small aperture, f/22. The reason for the seeming disconnect is 

that f-numbers are expressed as fractions, and as we all recall 

from our grade school math classes, when comparing fractions 

with like numerators, as the denominator gets larger, the frac-

tion gets smaller. You remember that, right?

WHAT THE F?

 

f/1.4   f/2.0   f/2.8   f/4   f/5.6   f/8   f/11   f/16   f/22   f/32

Common Whole F-stops

“Wide open”

More light

Decreased depth of field

“Stopped down”

Less light

Increased depth of field



s we’ve previously discussed, when you focus on a then a small stone might not create ripples big enough to 

given point, things in front and back of the focus reach the shore. The right combination of stone place-Aplane are rendered out of focus, becoming more ment and stone size will ensure that the ripples reach all 

out of focus as objects get further away from the focus parts of the shore equally. 

plane. When you select smaller apertures, you extend 

your depth of field (your zone of sharp focus) beyond the Hyperfocal distance (where you throw the stone) and 

focus plane, much like ripples radiating from a small stone depth of field (the weight of the stone, which dictates how 

thrown in a pond. Essentially, hyperfocal distance tells you far your ripples extend) work together in a similar fashion 

where to optimally set your focus so that you may extend to produce a photograph that is sharp from near to far. If 

depth of field over the entire scene. your stone weighs enough, and you throw it in the right 

place, then ripples will cover all parts of the pond shore 

Think of it this way, using the stone and pond analogy I equally. Similarly, if you correctly choose your point of 

mention above. If you throw your stone into the far edge focus and aperture, depth of field will cover the entire 

of the pond, the ripples may dissipate before they reach scene, rendering everything in sharp focus. 

your side of the shore. If you throw your stone close by, 

then the ripples may never reach the far side of the pond. Easy, right? Now that we have got this all worked out, and 

If you want the ripples to reach all sides of the pond, you we’ve got an easy-to-understand analogy, let’s go back to 

need to throw your stone somewhere in the middle. To hyperfocal distance. Figuring out where to place your 

add another element to the equation, if the pond is large, focus is our first step. 

UNDERSTANDING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
HYPERFOCAL DISTANCE AND DEPTH OF FIELD



o, how best can you determine the proper place to focus 

for a landscape photo? Remember, hyperfocal distance is Sdefined as “the closest distance at which a lens can be 

focused while keeping objects at infinity acceptably sharp. When 

the lens is focused at this distance, all objects at distances from half 

of the hyperfocal distance out to infinity will be acceptably sharp.” 

Let’s turn that definition around to make things easier. To find the 

hyperfocal distance, all you have to do is focus on a point that is 

twice the distance from the closest object in your composition. For 

example, let’s say your composition includes flowers in your fore-

ground that are three feet away. To focus on the hyperfocal point, 

all you need to do is set your focus to six feet. Easy, right?

The hard part is that precise distance measurements are difficult 

to make in the field, so you are usually just making a reasonable 

estimation of distance. But this method should get you close 

enough. And, of course, this method doesn’t really tell you any-

thing about what aperture to use, leading to even more guess-

work. Don’t worry, I’ll cover that next!

Closest object: 3 feet

Hyperfocal point: 6 feet

Farthest object: 

DETERMINING THE

MOUNT RAINIER NATIONAL PARK, USA: The closest objects 

in my shot were three feet away, so I focused on a point 

six feet away for optimal near-far sharpness. Canon 5DII, 

Canon 17-40mm f/4 lens, 2-stop reverse graduated neutral 

density filter, ISO 400, f/20, 0.4 seconds.
Hyperfocal point

Zone of acceptable sharpness

HYPERFOCAL POINT



o, how to choose the best aperture for landscape scenes? Subject distance 

should be considered first. If your subjects are all far away, then you don’t 

have to worry about depth of field as much as if you have both near and S
far subjects. For example, if everything in your photo is at infinity, then 

you don’t really need any depth of field at all—just focus and shoot!

But near-far compositions are the most common with landscapes, where you 

have something close in the foreground and a background at infinity. You will 

need a lot of depth of field to get everything in focus, which means you will be 

stopping down to use a small aperture.

One way to take some of the guesswork out of hyperfocal distance and 

optimum aperture selection is to carefully assess both using your camera’s 

depth of field preview button in conjunction with live view. Your camera keeps 

the aperture wide open to make things easy to see when you are composing 

and focusing through your viewfinder or live view, stopping the lens down to 

your chosen aperture only when you trigger the shutter. By using your camera’s 

depth of field preview button, you can manually stop the aperture down so that 

you may preview the effect your chosen aperture has on depth of field, allowing 

you to tinker with your focus point and f-stop until you find the right 

combination. Many digital cameras allow you to engage the depth of field 

preview button in live view, making it easy to preview the effects and even zoom 

in to 100% for critical assessment. Some newer cameras even have a feature 

called focus peaking, which overlays a display showing every part of your 

composition that is in acceptably sharp focus.

If your camera doesn’t support depth of field preview in live view or focus peaking, another way to fine tune your focus distance 

and aperture is to simply make your best guess, fire off a test shot, and review the image at 100% on your camera’s LCD screen 

to check your sharpness from near-to-far. Make any adjustments as necessary and start again. This method is not very precise 

and can be a bit on the tedious side, but it works!   

CHOOSING THE CORRECT APERTURE



PUNA, ARGENTINA: Once you understand how depth of field and hyperfocal distance work, achieving deep focus isn’t too 

difficult for most landscape scenes. Canon 5DIII, Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/11, 1/30 second.



Focus one-third of the way into the scene: This is an often 

repeated rule of thumb that tells you to focus “one-third into 

the scene.” I’ve never encountered anyone who can actually 

explain what this means: what is “one-third into the scene” 

when your closest subject is a flower three feet away and 

your farthest subject is a mountain five miles away? I’ve 

heard it explained another way: you should focus on an 

object that is one-third of the way up from the bottom of the 

image frame. This makes even less sense: what if your closest 

foreground object is a stand of trees that sticks up past the 

lower third of the image? If you focus on the trees, you are 

setting your focus too close and wasting depth of field. 

Either way, this focusing “rule” doesn’t really stand up to 

scrutiny: my advice is to ignore it altogether.

Hyperfocal distance or depth of field charts and 

calculators: These are widely available (even as smart phone 

apps), allowing you to input several variables including 

sensor size, focal length, and aperture in order to determine 

the hyperfocal distance. In my experience, these calculators 

usually don’t supply realistic numbers. They are based on 

decades-old subjective evaluations of “acceptable” sharpness 

with built-in hidden assumptions that aren’t all that relevant 

anymore in the modern digital age. They can work 

reasonably well when photographing “normal” perspective 

scenes, but my personal view is that they don’t work very 

well when shooting extreme near-far compositions. Besides, 

when working in the field with fast-changing conditions, the 

last thing you want to do is take a math quiz!

DEPTH OF FIELD MYTHS



Field Curvature: The optical elements Diffraction: So, why not shoot every- Extreme Perspective: Depth of field 

of camera lenses are curved rather than thing at your lens’ smallest aper- can only get you so far. For some 

straight, which causes this common ture—which is usually f/22—to ensure extreme compositions, focus stacking 

optical defect. When the lens is tilted maximum depth of field? Here’s why: (discussed next) is the only way to get 

down (the most common angle for an optical effect called diffraction everything to appear in focus. Focus 

landscape scenes), field curvature reduces overall image quality when stacking can also help you avoid field 

bends the plane of focus back towards using small apertures. Most lenses start curvature and diffraction, maximizing 

the background, curving the zone of showing diffraction past f/11, with it sharpness for your landscape photos.

sharpness slightly rearward, leaving the getting more noticeable as you stop 

foreground corners looking blurred. down. So, you should certainly avoid 

Field curvature is typically most notice- f/22, and even f/16, whenever you can. 

able with wide-angle lenses, and You’ve probably noticed that I shoot 

scenes that have a focus plane that most of my landscape images between 

parallels the ground from near to far. f/11 and f/16 to maximize depth of 

For example, with the photo to the field while also minimizing diffraction.

right of a dried lake bed, you can 

clearly see that the extreme lower 

corners are soft because of field curva-

ture, even though the rest of the image 

was rendered tack sharp by proper use 

of hyperfocal distance and depth of 

field. One possible solution to field 

curvature is to pull your focus slightly 

forward to ensure that the extreme 

corners look sufficiently sharp, but that 

means you need to use a smaller aper-

ture to bring your background back 

into apparent sharp focus. Which gets  

us to our next problem . . . . 

PRACTICAL LIMITATIONS TO USING DEPTH OF FIELD



EXTEND DEEP FOCUS WITH

FOCUS STACKING
ocus stacking involves blending multiple exposures 

of the same scene, each taken with the focus set to Fa different focus point, using a computer program 

such as Adobe Photoshop or Helicon Focus. With focus 

stacking you no longer have to rely on small (and diffrac-

tion-limited) apertures to get sufficient depth of field for a 

landscape scene; instead, you can achieve exceptional 

near-far focus that exceeds what you can get using depth 

of field alone. Focus stacking also allows you to get very 

close to your foreground for extreme near-far composi-

tions. As an added benefit, focus stacking allows you to 

easily counter the effects of field curvature, meaning that 

your photos will be sharp from near to far, even in the 

extreme corners of the image (although, some lenses 

aren’t very sharp in the edges and corners, and unfortu-

nately there’s nothing you can do about that except to 

buy a better lens). I discuss the technique in more detail 

over the next few pages. 

NAMIB-NAUKLUFT NATIONAL PARK, NAMIBIA: This image 

was focus stacked by blending seven exposures together 

using Helicon Focus; I was probably about a foot away 

from the closest ripples in the foreground. Canon 5DIII, 

Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/11, 1/50 second, focus 

stack blend.



ocus stacking is fairly sim-

ple (although it can get Fmore complicated if you 

have elements of your composi-

tion moving between exposures). 

Although you can focus stack 

using Adobe Photoshop, it 

involves processes that are not 

dedicated solely to focus blend-

ing, and are thus a bit compli-

cated. I prefer using a program 

called Helicon Focus, which is 

solely dedicated to focus stacking 

and accordingly does it easily and 

effectively. Helicon Focus is also 

integrated with Adobe Lightroom, 

streamlining the overall workflow 

if you use both programs. If you 

have moving elements in your 

photo that don’t blend 

seamlessly, Helicon Focus has a 

great “Retouching” tool that can 

usually fix the problem without 

too much effort. The Processing 

modules contain a tutorial for 

using Helicon Focus to focus 

stack your landscape photos. 

STACK THEFOCUS IN YOUR FAVOR

NAMIB-NAUKLUFT NATIONAL PARK, NAMIBIA. Focus stacking allowed me to achieve 

extreme near-far focus from one foot away to the background. Canon 5DIII, Canon 

11-24mm lens, ISO 100, f/11, 1/80 second, focus stack blend.



hen shooting your focus stack in the field, 

the process is relatively simple: after com-

posing your image, make a series of expo-W
sures, starting by focusing on the closest part of the 

scene, making small focus adjustments until you get to 

the background (you can also do the process in reverse, 

starting with the background and moving to the fore-

ground, as long as you know where to stop). I usually 

focus in either the lower left or right corner first, as field 

curvature will likely render the lower corners as your 

most extreme close focusing point. This, of course, will 

vary from scene to scene, depending on the physical 

elements present within your composition, so adjust 

your near focusing point as necessary. The number of 

exposures you need to make will vary depending on 

how extreme the distance is between near and far. If I 

am a few feet away from my foreground, I might only 

make 2 or 3 exposures (or dispense with focus stacking 

and use hyperfocal distance instead), while if I am only 

a few inches away I might make as many as 7 to 10 

exposures. The images to the right, showing the distance scale on my Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, provide an example of a sample 

focus stack, going from 1 feet to the infinity mark on the lens. When I am using closer focusing distances, I typically make my 

increments smaller, as depth of field is limited when you are focusing on something nearby. 

When shooting a focus stack, I typically use f/8 or f/11, as most lenses perform best from center to corner at these apertures, and 

vignetting is minimized. These apertures also extend your depth of field somewhat around your focus point, so you don’t have to 

shoot as many shots to get a good focus stack. It is best, however, to err on the side of shooting too many exposures, rather than 

too few. The more data you have for the computer blending process, the better your results.   

FOR BEST RESULTS, USE SMALL INCREMENTS



VALLEY OF FIRE STATE PARK, USA: 

Focus stacking is essential when 

shooting extreme perspectives. I 

used a ground-level tripod to get 

low enough to include the reflection 

of the background mountain in the 

pool of water. Since the lens was 

only eleven inches from the 

foreground ripples, I focus stacked 

10 images to ensure sharpness from 

near to far. Canon 5DIII, Canon 11-

24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/11, 1/15 

second, focus stack blend.



CHAPTER FOUR

SKIES AND LIGHT



lthough tourists love sunny days, this needs to be 

said over and over again in big, bold letters: BLUE ASKIES ARE NOT GOOD FOR LANDSCAPE 

PHOTOGRAPHY! Sorry, but you’re just going to have to 

learn to love bad weather. There are, of course, exceptions 

to this (for example, slot canyon photography is best on 

sunny days), and just because it is sunny doesn’t mean 

you can’t make effective landscape photos. And it’s not 

like the photo to the left is bad; it’s just not exceptional, 

and it lacks color and drama in the sky. What’s missing is 

the secret ingredient to successful landscape photos: 

clouds! Just as you’ve now learned that a powerful fore-

ground is more important to landscape photography than 

the actual scenery, in this chapter you’re going to learn 

that dramatic clouds are just as vital to creating compel-

ling landscape images. And, more important, you’re going 

to learn how to successfully incorporate colorful skies into 

your landscape compositions.    

BLUE SKIES ARE

FOR LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY!
NOT GOOD

LOS GLACIARES NATIONAL PARK, ARGENTINA: Colorful and 

dramatic clouds would have made this composition much 

more powerful than it is. Canon 5DIII, Tamron 24-70mm 

f/2.8 lens, ISO 100, f/14, 1.3 seconds.



uring the middle of the day, the sun is high, and 

the light is harsh, flat, and colorless—typically not Dgood for landscape photography. As sunset 

approaches, the sun gets progressively lower in the sky, 

and the light gets increasingly softer, more colorful, and 

angled. This marks the beginning of the “magic hour,” 

which lasts through twilight and is well-suited for land-

scape photography. When light is still on the land, side 

light often works best, revealing texture on the landscape; 

backlighting can also be an option for certain scenes. 

Eventually the landscape falls into shadow, and clouds 

start to get the most colorful (I call this the “cloud light” 

phase). When the sun sinks below the horizon, twilight 

begins, and the sky begins to slowly darken. Twilight is 

softer and less colorful than sunset, but is still excellent for 

landscape photography. Eventually, twilight succumbs to 

night, although there still might be photo opportunities if 

you don’t mind extreme long exposures. The reverse 

occurs at sunrise, giving you two chances during the day 

to capture great light. 

LAKE SUPERIOR, USA: To excel at landscape photography, 

you must become a dedicated student of light. Canon 

5DIII, Canon 16-35mm f/4 lens, ISO 200, f/10, 15 seconds.

LIGHT
THE PROGRESSION OF



he “magic hours” around sunrise and 

sunset are typically preferred by 

landscape photographers, and here’s T
why. During these times, the sun is low on 

the horizon and filtered through atmo-

spheric particles that scatter blue light and 

allow warm light (such as reds, oranges, and 

yellows) to pass through. When the warm 

light strikes clouds and the landscape, the 

results can be magical—hence the name, 

especially when clouds glow strongly 

enough to reflect that light down onto the 

landscape. Also, the low angle of the sun in 

the sky lengthens shadows, adding texture 

to the landscape and creating strong con-

trast between shadow and light. Of course, 

the magic hours aren’t the only good light 

for landscape photography. But if you really 

want to excel as a landscape photographer, 

be prepared to miss out on a lot of sleep, 

because sunrise, sunset, and twilight will 

typically be your best times for shooting.

LOS GLACIARES NATIONAL PARK, ARGENTINA: I was treated to an exceptional 

light display as the rising sun broke through a heavy layer of clouds. Canon 

5DII, Canon 24-105mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/16, 1/25 second.

MAGICAL?
WHAT MAKES THE MAGIC HOURS SO



VARIETIES OF MAGIC HOUR LIGHT

Light on the land: 

Almost 40 minutes 

after sunrise, the light 

was strong but still 

colorful, creating sig-

nificant contrast 

between shadow and 

light. Usually within 45 

minutes after sunrise, 

the light becomes less 

appealing. Canon 5DIII, 

Canon TS-E 17mm f/4 

lens, ISO 100, f/8, 

1/200 second.

Twilight glow: 

Approximately 40 

minutes before sunrise, 

the brightest part of 

the sky was the pri-

mary light source, 

casting a soft yet 

colorful light on the 

landscape. For this 

image, clouds above 

the horizon were 

beginning to glow, 

reflecting a strongly 

colorful light onto the 

scene. Canon 5DIII, 

Canon 70-200mm f/4 

lens, ISO 400, f/10, 25 

seconds.

Light on the back-

ground: A few minutes 

after sunrise the back-

ground was bathed in 

colorful red light. 

Notice how the clouds 

are starting to lose 

color as the light on 

the landscape gets 

stronger. Canon 5DIII, 

Canon TS-E 17mm f/4 

lens, ISO 100, f/8, 1/13 

second.

lthough the magic hours don’t last long, there is a surprising variety to the light during these periods. During a week-

long photo trip to Badlands National Park—a location not especially conducive to overcast or midday light—I focused Amy energies on the magic hours in order bring this chaotic and colorful landscape to life. Here are some examples:

Cloud light: A few 

minutes before sunrise, 

the clouds in the sky 

began to catch the first 

direct sunlight of day, 

glowing with brilliant 

color. The sun hadn’t 

yet risen high enough 

to directly illuminate 

the landscape, but 

when there are enough 

clouds lighting up in 

the sky, they can reflect 

light onto the land-

scape, as was the case 

with this image. Canon 

5DIII, Canon 70-

200mm f/4 lens, ISO 

100, f/11, 1 second.

Mixed light: For a 

brief moment when 

the sun rises, you can 

get a mix of red light 

on both the landscape 

and the clouds above. 

The moment doesn’t 

last long; although the 

reddish light will stay 

on the landscape for 

awhile, you’ll quickly 

lose the brilliant color 

on the clouds. Canon 

5DIII, Canon 70-

200mm f/4 lens, ISO 

100, f/11, 1/6 second.



SENJA, NORWAY: Magic hour light lasts longer the farther you are from the equator. If you are 

shooting near the equator, expect the sun to drop and rise very quickly at sunset and sunrise, 

but if you are shooting somewhere closer to the Earth’s poles, then good light can last much 

longer. For example, during summer in the Arctic, the magic “hour” can last for several hours 

as the sun slowly sets, hovers near the horizon for an hour or two, and then finally starts rising 

again. Canon 5DSR, Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/11, 1/4 second, focus stack blend. 



veryone wants to photograph gorgeous sunrise and texture or breaks, on the other hand, usually don’t catch the 

sunset skies, which are great for most landscape light all that well, and tend not to be interesting. Escenes. Clouds are the key! Too few clouds are just not 

interesting for most landscape scenes. Too many clouds, on When the clouds light up brightly enough, they will act like 

the other hand, block the light. Somewhere in between is giant reflectors and bounce light onto the rest of the scene. 

best. Partly to mostly cloudy skies generally give you the These will be your most colorful landscape photos, and 

best chance of getting colorful sunsets and sunrises; just sometimes seemingly unearthly colors are the result. 

hope that you get lucky and any gaps in the clouds happen 

to be where the sun is setting or rising. Often, the best time Online weather services can help immensely when trying to 

to catch great light is when a storm is clearing at sunrise or predict good conditions. Satellite maps showing cloud move-

sunset, as storms clouds are often large and dramatic. ment over time for your local area are also very helpful. But 

nothing beats simply being there: if you really want to get 

But just as important as cloud cover is cloud texture. When great light, you need to be on location as much as possible, 

you have distinct clouds with texture and separation, light even (especially) when conditions look bleak. Trust me, once 

can break through the gaps to produce stunning results, you’ve missed a few unexpected but incredible light displays, 

even when cloud cover is heavy. “Flat” clouds with little or no you’ll make sure to be on location every sunrise and sunset!

GARRAPATA STATE PARK, USA: Epic light is what we chase 

when taking landscape photos. I’ll often wait for a weather 

front to come through, hoping it will come in or start to 

break up at sunrise or sunset. But nothing beats simply 

being on location as much as possible, and hoping for great 

light! Canon 5DIII, Canon 16-35mm f/2.8 lens, 2-stop reverse 

graduated neutral density filter, ISO 200, f/13, 1.6 seconds. 

BEST SKIES
GETTING THE



ll of your hard work researching, exploring, and finding 

the best spots means nothing if you don’t get great Askies and light to complete your landscape images. 

Once I have settled on some potential compositions, my next 

step is to research the weather: I voraciously review hour-by-

hour forecasts and real-time satellite imagery using a weather 

app on my phone (a screen shot of an example of a weather 

app is featured to the right, showing a satellite view with a 

precipitation overlay). That way, I know when and where I have 

the best chances to get amazing skies at sunrise and sunset. 

Many photographers also use a computer and phone app called 

Skyfire (http://www.skyfireapp.com), which offers a predictive 

algorithm for photographers looking to optimize their chances 

of capturing stunning light. Of course, I don’t believe you 

should let a computer algorithm make your decisions for you, 

so even if you use an app like Skyfire, you should use it only for 

informational purposes. The final decision should be yours!

Personally, I believe that to make great landscape photo, you 

need to be a weather geek. Every area has a different weather 

pattern, so learn and observe what you can about the weather 

where you are shooting. That way, you can make more informed 

decisions about where to be.    

WEATHER GEEK
TURN ON YOUR INNER



BIG SKIES?
GO WIDE!

hen dramatic clouds with great shapes fill the 

sky, that's when I really want to go wide—the Wwider, the better! Wide-angle lenses excel at 

“big sky” landscapes, giving you the opportunity to create 

compositions juxtaposing interesting foregrounds with 

dramatic clouds. Make sure to include only those portions 

of the foreground and sky that are actually interesting, 

and that work well together to form a compelling compo-

sition. Also, think critically about the placement of the 

horizon: sometimes excluding some of the foreground or 

sky in order to keep the horizon from being dead center 

works best, although there are times when center place-

ment is ideal. Look for compositions that have clouds 

stretching into the upper corners of the image, creating 

an eye-catching radial pattern. 

LAKE SUPERIOR, USA: The stormy sky above me was catch-

ing some brilliant sunrise color, so I zoomed out to get 

the best clouds along with the reflecting pool in the fore-

ground. Canon 1DXII, Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, 

f/11, 1.3 seconds, focus stack blend. 



ngled light (also known as “side light”) is typically 

preferred for landscape work as it creates strong Ashadows, revealing texture and giving photos a 

three-dimensional look. When sunlight is on the land-

scape, light coming from behind you (which front lights 

the landscape) doesn’t work very well: not only does it 

illuminate the landscape in a rather flat and uninteresting 

way, there’s also a good chance your shadow will end up 

in the shot. Instead, chose a composition that allows you 

to shoot light coming in from the side. Timing is critical 

when working with angled light: if the light is too high, 

the shadows won’t be deep enough, but if the light is too 

low, there might be too much shadow. You want just 

enough light to reveal important landscape details and 

interesting compositional shapes. 

ZION NATIONAL PARK, USA: For this image of sand-

stone formations, side light reveals and accentuates 

the grooves and striations in the rock, creating leading 

lines to compel the viewer’s eye deeper into the com-

position. The resulting texture helps impart a three-

dimensional feel to the photograph. Canon 5DII, Nikon 

14-24mm f/2.8 lens with Canon adapter, ISO 100, f/11, 

1/13 second.

CREATE TEXTURE WITH
SIDE LIGHTING



DEATH VALLEY NATIONAL PARK, USA: 

Side lighting reveals the texture of 

this twisted landscape, and shadows 

create visual separation between 

landforms, enhancing overall 

compositional interest. Canon 5DIII, 

Nikon 14-24mm f/2.8 lens with Canon 

adapter, ISO 100, f/11, 1/200 second.



og creates a wonderful mood and has long been a 

favorite of landscape photographers. Fog filters Flight and helps separate foreground elements from 

background elements, reducing clutter in busy scenes. 

Transition periods, when fog temporarily lifts, can create 

very powerful moments full of light and color, especially 

at sunrise or sunset. Heavy fog can lend itself to moody, 

ethereal  images pared down to a few essential elements. 

Fog is most likely to occur when the air is moist and cool. 

Be careful when processing fog images; don’t add too 

much contrast or you will lose the soft light effect.

FOG AND MIST
ADD A TOUCH OF MAGIC WITH

NEW RIVER GORGE NATIONAL RIVER, USA: Mist and morn-

ing light combine to add a touch of magic to this sunrise 

photo. Canon 1DSII, Canon 75-300mm f/4-5.6 lens, ISO 

100, f/11, 1/125 second. 



iming into the light allows you to make colorful, 

dynamic landscape images, but it also increases Ayour technical challenges. Shooting into the light 

can take many forms, including backlighting, shooting 

into a colorful sunrise or sunset, and including the sun 

itself as a visual element within the composition. When 

shooting into the light, the technical challenges you must 

overcome include lens flare (which is the result of light 

directly striking the glass front of your lens, creating 

unsightly color blobs in your image), and sometimes 

extreme disparity between light and dark which exceeds 

your camera’s dynamic range. Careful technique can help 

you avoid or mitigate the effects of flare. Excessive con-

trast can be dealt with by getting creative with your expo-

sures (for example, using silhouette), or you can tame 

exposure differences using graduated neutral density 

filters or exposure blending.

INTO THE LIGHT
FOR DRAMATIC RESULTS SHOOT

DEL NORTE COAST REDWOODS STATE PARK, USA: Sunlight 

and mist mix to form a dazzling display of light in the 

forest. Canon 5DIII, Canon 16-35mm f/4 lens, polarizer 

filter, ISO 100, f/11, 1/25 second. 



hooting into sunset or sunrise can help you create 

dramatic and colorful images. Your primary chal-Slenge is that your foreground will likely be in 

shadow, which means it is lit by flat light with little con-

trast or color. Shooting into sunrise or sunset often works 

best when your foreground has a lot of native color and 

contrast, or if the foreground is reflective (water scenes 

work especially well). If the sun is high enough, you might 

get some backlighting on the foreground landscape, such 

as with the image to the right. Dynamic range is also a 

challenge: the difference in luminosity between a bright 

sky and your shadowed foreground can often be two or 

more stops. A graduated neutral density filter can help in 

such situations, or if you prefer, exposure blending. 

GRAND TETON NATIONAL PARK, USA: When shooting into 

sunset, I often use a grad filter to balance my exposure. 

Canon 5DIII, Tamron 24-70mm f/2.8 lens, 2-stop reverse 

graduated neutral density filter, ISO 100, f/11, 1/30 second.

SUNRISE AND SUNSET
SHOOTING INTO



BACKLIGHT
hen the light is behind your 

subject, this is known as 

backlighting. For W
backlighting to work best, you need to 

choose your subjects carefully; opaque 

subjects (like rocks) don’t backlight well, 

while translucent subjects (such as 

autumn leaves or spring flowers) seem 

to glow from within when backlit. 

Backlit subjects typically work best 

when the background is in shadow, so 

that the backlit subject seems to “pop” 

out from its darker surroundings. Also, 

the shadows created by backlit subjects 

can be used as compelling visual ele-

ments. Backlighting works particularly 

well at sunrise and sunset when the 

light is most colorful, but can also be 

effective at other times of the day. 

Strong light works best. 

Lens flare is your biggest challenge 

when shooting backlit subjects. Make 

sure to shade the glass of your lens 

from direct light; I discuss proper lens 

shading techniques later on in this 

chapter. Excessive contrast is also a challenge, as backlit subjects will typically exceed your camera’s dynamic range. Usually, 

however, you will want dark shadows to contrast with backlit parts of the scene, so silhouette treatment is often appropriate. 

OLYMPIC NATIONAL PARK, USA: I searched for hours in this chaotic rain forest 

for an interesting backlit composition, finding this curving tree to frame the 

scene as the sun was setting. I let much of the scene go into shadow. I 

included the sun in the composition, selecting a position which partially 

blocked it behind a tree to prevent flare. Canon 5DSR, Canon 16-35mm f/2.8 

lens, polarizer filter, ISO 100, f/14, 1/6 second.



hen shooting into the sun it is possible to create 

an attractive, eye catching “star burst” effect. This Wis most easily accomplished using a wide-angle 

lens and a small aperture. Typically, a small aperture such as 

f/11, f/16, or f/22 is necessary to produce an attractive burst; 

the smaller the aperture the better the effect, although you 

may want to avoid extreme apertures such as f/22 because 

of diffraction, which as previously discussed reduces overall 

image sharpness.  

Flare can be a significant challenge when the sun is included 

within the picture frame, as you cannot effectively shade the 

lens to prevent light from hitting the glass. In such circum-

stances, it is typically possible to partially block the sun to 

reduce its intensity (for example, by using a tree trunk or a 

passing cloud). It is important to find the right balance 

between blocking the sun sufficiently to reduce flare, and 

leaving enough of it exposed to create a strong burst. It’s not 

hard to do, it just takes a little practice! 

STAR BURST

OLYMPIC NATIONAL PARK, USA: I partially blocked the sun 

with the tree trunk to reduce flare. Canon 5DSR, Canon 

11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 400, f/14, 1/160 second. 



 lens hood helps to keep direct light from striking the glass of your lens when working with side or backlight, but per-

sonally, I find them unreliable (they don’t block the light coming in from certain angles). So I don’t use lens hoods, pre-Aferring instead to use my hand to shade the lens when necessary. I do this one of two ways. Below left: After setting up 

my shot, I move to the side and slightly in front of my camera, and making sure to avoid having any part of me enter into the 

image frame, I position my hand to block the sun and to place the entire glass front of the lens in shadow. I then trigger the shot 

using my wired remote. Below middle: If working with an extreme wide-angle, I remain standing behind my camera, stretching 

out my hand in front of the lens until I see the flare disappear—which means I have successfully shaded my lens—all the while 

being careful to avoid having my hand intrude into the edges of the image frame (this option can be tricky if your reach isn’t 

long enough, and sometimes it is hard to tell if you have successfully shaded the lens entirely). 

Sometimes, however, I choose to creatively incorporate lens flare into my photograph, such as with the image to the lower right. 

For this shot, the sun was rising above a tall sand dune in the background; I carefully framed the composition to just barely 

exclude the sun, allowing only its flare to appear at the top of the image frame. I then partially blocked the sun with my hand, 

just enough to eliminate the worst parts of the flare, but not enough to get rid of the flare altogether. NAMIB-NAUKLIFT 

NATIONAL PARK, NAMIBIA. Canon 5DIII, Canon 24-70mm f/2.8 lens, ISO 100, f/16, 1/50 second. 

PROPER TECHNIQUES FOR SHADING YOUR LENS



hen dramatic storm clouds build in the sky, I’m 

on the lookout for creative landscape images. WLight never looks stronger than when it 

suddenly breaks through stormy skies, but “storm light” 

(as I like to call it) is so great it even works at midday. 

Nevertheless, storm light is especially incredible during 

the magic hours. Usually, I use an extra-wide focal length 

to capture the large clouds building above the landscape. 

Summer is an especially great time for storms (which are 

fueled by warm air), but storms can happen anytime of 

the year. Storms also often create all sorts of interesting 

lighting effects, including rainbows, “god beams,” and 

lightning. 

BADLANDS NATIONAL PARK, USA: If you are trying to cap-

ture a photo with lightning in it, consider getting a device 

called a Lightning Trigger, which detects lightning bolts 

and automatically triggers the shutter. Another option is 

to shoot long exposures in continuous mode one after 

another, and keep shooting until you get a shot with a 

lightning bolt, which is what I did with this image. Canon 

1DXII, Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 50, f/22, 1/6 second. 

LEARN TO LOVE

STORMS



wilight is the period after the sun has set or before 

it rises, when there is a soft glowing light in the sky Tcaused by the refraction and scattering of the sun's 

rays from the atmosphere. During twilight, the sky is the 

primary source of light on the landscape. Twilight has 

more blue light than sunlight, leading some to call it the 

“blue hour.” But twilight can also be warm and colorful, 

especially when part of the sky is glowing with light from 

the rising or setting sun. This relatively bright part of the 

sky acts as a giant reflector, bouncing a subtle yet colorful 

“glow” onto the landscape, which is most apparent when 

you turn opposite from the sunset or sunrise. Usually this 

glow is best photographed thirty to forty minutes after 

sunset or before sunrise, when the rest of the sky is rela-

tively dark (as the rest of the sky brightens, it diffuses the 

effect of the twilight glow). Long exposures are necessary 

to compensate for the faint light; clouds, water, and wind-

blown foliage will move during long exposures, creating 

impressionistic blurs. This, combined with the colorful 

twilight glow, can lead to photos that look otherworldly. 

Twilight is a magical time when reality blends with fantasy. 

TWILIGHT

HAWAII, USA: The blue of twilight contrasts with glowing 

lava bubbling to the surface. Canon 5DSR, Canon 11-

24mm f/4 lens, ISO 50, f/11, 5 seconds.

THE MAGIC OF



JOKULSARLON, ICELAND: I made this photo of stranded icebergs 

during an exposure longer than one minute, which was 

necessary to capture the faint twilight glow. The pastel colors 

are soft and have a painterly quality. Canon 5DIII, Canon 16-

35mm f/2.8 lens, ISO 400, f/11, 82 seconds.



lthough many landscape scenes do not work well in flat overcast light (especially compositions that include the sky), 

overcast light is well suited for many waterfall, stream, and forest scenes. The even illumination of overcast reduces the Aincidence of glare and “hot spots” in these types of scenes, and works very well with subjects that have a lot of native 

color (such as spring or autumn foliage), or where excessive contrast will somehow distract or detract from the main subject. For 

most scenes shot in overcast light, you should exclude the sky, as it will render as bright white and be distracting. You can also 

shoot these scenes when they fall into full shadow on a sunny day, but open shade light is considerably more flat than overcast 

(the light is also blue, but this can be corrected through white balance). 

OVERCAST



CANAIMA NATIONAL PARK, VENEZUELA: Don’t be obsessed with chasing only 

amazing magic hour light. Sometimes, less colorful and intense light is perfect 

for a scene. For example, I took this photo several hours after sunrise when the 

clouds started to lift from the mountains. The soft, moody light was perfect for 

telling the story of this mysterious landscape. Canon 70D, Tamron 16-300mm 

f/3.5-6.3 lens, ISO 100, f/10, 1/100 second. 



CHAPTER FIVE

BALANCING EXPOSURE

PUNA, ARGENTINA: A digital camera sensor 

cannot record as much light as the human 

eye can perceive. Accordingly, exposure 

can be challenging when parts of the 

scene are in sunlight and other parts are in 

shadow. Fortunately, there are a number of 

techniques you can use to balance your 

exposures. Canon 5DIII, Canon 11-24mm 

f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/11, 1/30 second. 



uite simply, exposure is the amount of light the 

image sensor captures when you take a picture. QCapture too much light and the picture is overly 

bright and washed out; capture not enough light and the 

picture is too dark and murky. Ultimately, however, there is 

no such thing as “proper exposure.” Rather, exposure is a 

creative decision, subject to your artistic interpretation. 

Exposure for landscape photography isn’t really much 

different from any other type of photography, so I’m not 

going to delve into the general basics of setting your 

exposure in this course. There are a few things, however, 

that are handled in a particular way by landscape 

photographers. First, landscape photography almost 

always prioritizes aperture over other variables, as 

aperture controls depth of field (how much appears to 

be in focus from near to far; discussed in the Deep Focus 

parts of this course). Second, many landscape scenes 

exceed the dynamic range of digital cameras, requiring 

special techniques to balance the exposure.

GUNNISON NATIONAL FOREST, USA: Proper exposure is 

critical, especially when working with mixed light 

scenes—but what is “proper” is a subjective artistic 

choice. Canon 5DIII, Canon 16-35mm f/2.8 lens, ISO 100, 

f/14, 1/13 second. 

DETERMINING PROPER

EXPOSURE



(LEFT) NAMIB-NAUKLUFT NATIONAL PARK, NAMIBIA: I chose 

an exposure that revealed only the sunlit dunes, letting 

the rest of the scene fall into deep shadow. This was pos-

sible because the light striking the dunes was very strong. 

By underexposing the sunlit dunes slightly, the shadows 

went dark. When processing the image file, I increased 

contrast to strengthen the silhouette effect. Canon 5DIII, 

Nikon 14-24mm f/2.8 lens with Canon adapter, ISO 100, 

f/16, 1/10 second. 

SOME EXAMPLES OF “CREATIVE” EXPOSURE

(RIGHT) ADIRONDACK STATE PARK, USA: I photographed 

this abstract scene of a small island on a fog-covered lake. 

The fog was very thick, almost obscuring the island. To 

preserve the low-contrast, foggy look of the scene, I 

choose a relatively bright exposure—and I avoided adding 

contrast when processing the image file. Canon 1DSII, 

Canon 24-105mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/11, 1/100 second. 



igital cameras allow you to choose between several different exposure modes. For the three automatic modes listed 

below, the camera meter makes decisions about exposure, requiring you to use exposure compensation if you want to Ddeviate from the camera’s guess. For manual mode, each variable needs to be manually set by you (hence the name).

Program: In Program mode, 

the camera makes all of the 

decisions for you, so you 

don’t have to think about f-

stops or shutter speeds. This 

exposure mode is not 

recommended for serious 

photography. Trust me: 

making your own decisions 

is better than allowing a 

computer to make random 

guesses for you!

Shutter priority: You 

choose a shutter speed and 

the camera automatically 

chooses an f-stop for the 

lighting conditions. For 

landscapes, your choice of 

aperture is almost always 

more important, so you 

probably won’t ever need 

this mode; I can’t recall ever 

using shutter priority for my 

landscape work.

Aperture priority: You 

choose the f-stop and the 

camera automatically 

chooses a shutter speed. 

Aperture priority is often 

preferred for landscapes, as 

it allows you to easily select 

an aperture that will give 

you the depth of field you 

need for any given scene. I 

discuss depth of field else-

where in this course.

BEST EXPOSURE MODES FOR LANDSCAPES

ý ý þ þ
Many cameras also allow you to select “auto ISO,” which automatically sets the ISO depending on light levels—DO NOT use this 

feature for landscape photography. When shooting landscapes, you always want to be using the lowest ISO you can in order to 

minimize noise and maximize image quality, so set your ISO manually to its lowest setting, and only increase ISO when 

necessary (for example, when shooting in extreme low light, or when trying to stop flowers blowing in the wind).

Manual: You have to inde-

pendently set both f-stop 

and shutter speed. This 

means that if the light is 

changing, you need to con-

stantly be adjusting your 

settings to keep up. I some-

time use manual mode in 

extreme low light conditions 

or when focus stacking to 

ensure the same exposure 

for each shot. 



roper exposure for a landscape is Digital sensors don’t handle clipped them. Increasing the exposure in 

easy: just expose to the right. highlights very well, so be very careful to camera, so that as much of the image PWhat do I mean by this? Digital avoid any spikes on the right side of the file as possible is on the right side of the 

files capture more detail in bright areas histogram, which represents unrecover- histogram, will result in cleaner, higher-

of the photograph than in dark areas. able over-exposure (bottom left). One of quality image files. A properly exposed 

“Exposing to the right” simply means the playback options on digital cameras image (bottom right) will avoid spikes 

pushing your histogram as much to the is the highlight exposure warning (the on the left and the right of the histo-

right side as possible, without overex- “blinkies”), which can help you see if any gram, with the histogram pushed as far 

posing (“clipping”) your highlights. highlight clipping has occurred. to the right as possible. When exposing 

Clipped pixels have no color information to the right, the resulting exposure 

within them and cannot be darkened Digital cameras generate significant might not look “correct” to your eyes; 

when processing the image on the noise in underexposed areas of the don’t worry, you can correct the expo-

computer, and are represented by the image, resulting in loss of image quality; sure when processing the raw file, 

parts of the histogram being pushed to underexposed files (bottom middle) will adjusting the image’s exposure back 

the extreme right side of the graph. look noisy when you try to brighten down to the desired level.

EXPOSE TO THE RIGHT

This image is overexposed, with all detail 

lost in highlight areas. Reducing the 

exposure on the computer won’t recover 

much of the highlight detail.

This image is underexposed, with all 

detail lost in some of the shadow areas. 

While some of the shadow detail can be 

recovered, it might end up noisy.

This image is properly exposed, with as 

much exposure to the right without any 

overexposure of the highlights. This file 

is optimized for digital editing.



ll right, you’ve checked your histogram, and your 

image is too bright or too dark. So how do you Aadjust exposure when shooting in Aperture Prior-

ity mode? Lucky for you, your camera has a handy little 

feature called exposure compensation, which allows you 

to adjust the exposure selected by your camera. With 

most camera models, you can add or subtract up to 2 or 3 

“stops” of light in 1/2 or 1/3 stop increments (each stop 

either doubles or halves the amount of light). If you are 

using Aperture Priority mode, your f-stop won’t change, 

so that means the shutter speed will be changed to adjust 

exposure. Exposure compensation allows you to adjust 

your exposure as necessary to ensure you get the proper 

exposure. So if you’ve overexposed some highlights, you 

can use exposure compensation to darken your exposure 

to avoid clipping. And conversely, you can use exposure 

compensation to push your exposure as far to the right as 

possible. Pretty easy, right? 

GUNNISON NATIONAL FOREST, USA: Exposure compen-

sation allows you to easily optimize your exposure 

when working in Aperture Priority mode, allowing you 

to increase or decrease exposure as necessary to 

ensure proper exposure. Canon 5DIII, Canon 16-35mm 

f/2.8 lens, ISO 400, f/11, 1/160 second. 

EXPOSURE

COMPENSATION



nfortunately, not every landscape exposure falls 

within the dynamic range of your digital camera. UIn fact, you are going to be shooting a lot during 

the magic hours, when there tends to be a lot of contrast 

between sunlit landforms and clouds and parts of the 

scene that have fallen into shadow. Many of the landscape 

photos you will be taking will have contrast between 

highlights and shadows that exceeds your camera’s 

dynamic range, resulting in clipped highlights, shadows, 

or both.

You have several strategies at your disposal to deal with 

this. First, instead of trying to tame the excessive contrast, 

you can embrace it and use it creatively. Second, you can 

reduce contrast between a bright sky and a shadowed 

landscape using graduated neutral density filters. Third, 

you can bracket your shots and blend exposures together 

on the computer. I discuss each of these options in detail 

over the next few pages.     

ZION NATIONAL PARK, USA: A grad filter placed over the 

top half of the image allowed me to balance the exposure 

between the sky and landscape for this sunrise scene. 

Canon 5DII, Canon 17-40mm f/4 lens, 2-stop reverse grad-

uated neutral density filter, ISO 800, f/8, 1/6 second.

CONTRAST
DEALING WITH EXCESSIVE



ou know what they say: “If you can’t beat ‘em, join 

‘em.” When faced with excessive contrast, one Ystrategy is to embrace the limitations of your 

equipment and get creative with exposure. I particularly 

like to work with silhouettes, allowing much or even most 

of my landscape scene to fall into deep shadow for a 

dramatic effect. You have to be careful to ensure that any 

silhouetted features have distinct shapes that contribute 

to the overall composition; otherwise, landforms can get 

lost in the darkness if large swaths of the photo go black. 

Ensure visual separation between important silhouetted 

objects by adjusting your position as necessary.     

OLYMPIC NATIONAL PARK, USA: I chose to let the sea 

stacks along the coast fall into shadow to create a dra-

matic silhouette effect. Brightening the shadows would 

have revealed uninteresting detail that was not important 

to the composition. I chose my position carefully: not only 

did I want to ensure visual separation between the two 

silhouetted stacks, I also wanted a foreground feature 

emerging from the surf, knowing that reflections of the 

bright sky in the water would lift the exposure of the 

darker shore out of the shadows. Canon 5DII, Canon 24-

105mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/11, 120 seconds.

EXPOSURE
CREATIVE



BALANCE EXPOSURE WITH

hen contrast in the scene exceeds your camera’s 

dynamic range, another option is to use a 

graduated neutral density filter. Grads are W
particularly useful at sunrise and sunset, when properly 

exposing for the bright sky would darken the foreground, 

while properly exposing for the shadowed foreground would 

overexpose the sky. By placing the dark section of the grad 

over the sky and the clear section over the foreground, detail 

in both the sky and foreground can be obtained.

Here’s the process for using a grad: slide the filter into the 

filter holder, and lower it until the dark part just barely 

touches the horizon (some people prefer to simply hold the 

filter in front of the lens rather than using a filter holder, but 

using a holder is easier and more precise). Make sure not to 

pull the grad down too far, as it will darken anything below 

the horizon, making the transition line too obvious. The main 

challenge when working with grads is when you have 

something sticking up into the sky above the horizon, such 

as mountains or trees. These objects will be darkened by the 

grad as well; you may need to experiment with the 

placement of the grad to find the best compromise position. 

I recommend using a “reverse” graduated neutral density filter. Reverse grads are darker near the middle than on the top edge 

of the filter; this allows you to place the darkest part of the filter just above the horizon, which is usually the brightest part of the 

sky at sunrise and sunset. I most often use a two-stop reverse grad, which reduces the exposure for the darkest part of the grad 

by two stops. Personally, I find that my 2-stop reverse grad filter is perfect for most sunrise and sunset scenes, although it makes 

sense to carry a range of grads, such as a 1-stop, 2-stop, and a 3-stop, in order to best match any given lighting situation.

BADLANDS NATIONAL PARK, USA: When I set my exposure 

to capture the foreground, the sky ended up too bright 

(left), with some parts completely overexposed. By placing 

a grad in front of the lens, I restored the sky’s color and 

drama, and balanced the overall exposure. Canon 5DIII, 

Canon 16-35mm f/4 lens, 2-stop reverse graduated neutral 

density filter, ISO 100, f/13, 1 second. 

GRADUATED FILTERS



hile grads can help you balance the exposure 

between a dark landscape and a bright sunset Wsky, getting a decent transition can often be 

difficult, and a lot of photographers don’t like the results 

they get with grads. Also, some tricky lighting conditions 

can’t be balanced using grads. Many landscape 

photographers (including myself) instead opt to blend 

multiple exposures together on the computer to achieve a 

more natural balancing of exposure. Here’s how it works: 

when in the field faced with a scene where the contrast 

range between light and dark exceeds the dynamic range 

of the camera’s sensor, simply take one image that 

properly exposes the highlights and one image that 

properly exposes the shadows (if the contrast range is 

extreme, you might want to also take a few “in between” 

exposures to make blending easier). Manual blending of 

multiple exposures using Adobe Photoshop can be quite 

complicated, and requires a mastery of layers and masks. 

Luckily, you can do simple blending by using the Merge 

to HDR feature found in Adobe Lightroom, which is 

demonstrated in the Processing modules.

EXPOSURE
BLENDING

KANANASKIS PARK, CANADA: I blended two images to 

balance the exposure of this scene. Canon 1DXII, Canon 

11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/16, exposure blend of 1/15 

second and 1/4 second.



EXPOSURE BALANCING FIELD PROCESS
Auto bracket exposures: Most digital 

cameras have an auto bracket feature 

allowing you to program the number 

of bracketed exposures (3 or 5 

exposures are typical options) and the 

bracketing interval. For example, if 

you choose a 3-exposure bracket with 

a +/- 2-stop interval, your camera will 

take an image at your chosen 

exposure, take an image that is two 

stops brighter, and take an image that 

is two stops darker. If your camera 

doesn’t have an auto bracket feature, 

you can easily manually bracket 

exposures, adjusting the exposure 

value between each image as 

necessary as you take shots. 

Ensure that your exposures cover 

the entire range from light to dark: 

Carefully assess the histograms on 

your bracketed exposures, and make 

sure that you have at least one 

exposure without clipped shadows, 

and one without clipped highlights. 

This is important, as you don’t want to 

discover later that you haven’t 

captured enough shadow or highlight 

detail. Although for most exposure 

blends two exposures will be 

sufficient, I usually do at least three 

just in case (with one image each 

optimized for highlights, shadows, 

and mid-tones). For some extreme 

scenes, you might need more 

exposures to get a good blend. More 

data is always better!

Take the photos quickly: If nothing is 

moving in your scene and the light 

isn’t changing, then you can bracket 

exposures in a leisurely fashion. But if 

you have moving water, drifting 

clouds, or the light is changing fast, 

you’ll want to take your bracketed 

exposures as quickly as possible to 

minimize movement between images. 

This will simplify the computer 

blending process. You’ll get the best 

results if your images are as close to 

being identical as possible (except for 

the exposure value, of course). 

Once you take your photos, blending 

them using Merge to HDR is relatively 

simple. I demonstrate this in the 

Processing modules.



lthough sunlight in the middle of throughout the day. While other pho-

the day is considered to be tographers might spend a lot of time A“neutral” (all colors of the spec- “correcting” white balance, landscape 

trum are equally represented), at other photographers usually seek to do the 

times of day sunlight, filtered through opposite, intentionally shooting during 

the atmosphere, transmits more light of the magic hours when the light is most 

a certain color than others. For example, colorful. Understanding white balance is 

sunset light is warmer than midday light. important for landscape photographers, 

White balancing is a process of altering not for removing color bias, but for 

the colors of a photograph to take creatively embracing it.

account for the color bias of a given 

light source, in an effort to make the Although some landscape photographs 

colors in the photograph look like they benefit from color correction, there may 

were shot in neutral light. Basically, when be times when you decide to keep a 

you change the white balance on your color cast (for example, you probably 

camera, you are changing the way your don’t want to correct for the colors of an 

camera sees color. intense sunrise or sunset), or to inten-

tionally introduce one for artistic rea-

Although understanding how white sons. You should always think of white 

balance works is important for all types balance as a subjective artistic tool 

of photography, it can be especially which can greatly enhance the mood 

important to landscape photographers and appeal of your photographs. The 

who do all of their shooting outdoors, “correct” white balance is the one that 

entirely at the mercy of the color tem- you think makes the image look best. 

perature of sunlight as it changes 

ACADIA NATIONAL PARK, USA: I 

selected a white balance that 

preserved the warm colors of 

sunrise, in this case the Daylight 

preset. Canon 5DIII, Tamron 17-

35mm f/2.8-4 lens, 2-stop reverse 

graduated neutral density filter, ISO 

400, f/11, 5 seconds.

GET CREATIVE WITH

WHITE BALANCE



olor temperature is measured using the Kelvin (K) color temperature scale (named after famous scientist Lord Kelvin). 

Daylight from the middle of the day is considered to be “neutral,” as at that time the entire visible spectrum is lit with Croughly equal amounts of all colors. Digital camera white balance also uses the Kelvin scale, with most cameras using 

5200-5500K as their neutral daylight setting. Assigning a white balance with a lower color temperature makes the image look 

progressively cooler, whereas a higher color temperature setting makes an image look progressively warmer. Cameras have a 

bunch of preset white balances so that you don't have to think about numbers if you don't want to, but it is a good idea to 

understand the numbers even if you use the presets. Here's some examples of the various white balance presets in action:

Tungsten

(2850K)

Fluorescent

(3800K)

Daylight

(5500K)

Overcast

(6500K)

Shade

(7500K)

COLOR TEMPERATURE AND WHITE BALANCE

It is important to understand that these settings are not absolute, but rather relative to the light illuminating your scene; for 

example, simply setting your camera to the “Daylight” preset won't make a photo look like it was taken in neutral daylight. If you 

don't match your white balance to your light, you end up with a color mismatch. So, if shooting in daylight, you need to select 

the Daylight preset to make the colors look how they appear to the eye; if you are shooting inside using fluorescent lights, you 

need to select the Fluorescent setting; and so on. 

When shooting raw, you can change an image’s white balance on your computer without 

degrading image quality. This can free you from wasting precious time optimizing white 

balance while in the field. I keep my camera set on Automatic white balance mode; I've 

found that my camera gets it right much of the time, thereby streamlining both my 

shooting and raw processing workflow. Making white balance adjustments on the com-

puter is actually quite simple; typically you have two options for controlling white bal-

ance: one slider changes color temperature (warm vs. cool), and another controls tint (green vs. magenta). Between the two 

sliders, you should be able to fully control color balance. Right: The white balance adjustment tool used in Adobe products.



urther complicating white balance is 

the fact that during the magic hours, 

the landscape is being lit by different F
light sources. Sunlight is a light source, of 

course, but so is the entire sky, acting like a 

giant reflector and bouncing sunlight indirectly onto the 

landscape below. Light reflected from the sky, however, is 

often cooler than sunlight, which means that shadows 

have a tendency to take on a blueish color cast. 

Landscape photographers have been taking advantage of 

this color duality since color photography was first 

invented. Colors opposite one another on the color wheel 

(above) are known as complementary colors, and when 

put together, the resulting visual effect can be powerful. 

The easiest way to think about complementary colors it is 

to divide colors generally into “cool” (blue, cyan, and 

green) vs. “warm” (red, yellow, and magenta). The magic 

hours often feature a pleasing mix of cool and warm col-

ors, part of what makes sunrise, sunset, and twilight so 

great for landscape photography.

OLYMPIC NATIONAL PARK, USA: For this twilight scene, I 

selected a white balance that enhanced the blues while 

preserving the warmth of the sunset sky. Canon 5DIII, 

Canon 70-200mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, f/5.6, 3.2 seconds.  

USE COMPLEMENTARY

COLORS



NAMIB-NAUKLUFT NATIONAL PARK, NAMIBIA: The 

Daylight preset happened to be the setting that 

best preserved the colors resulting from the mix 

of sunrise light on the background sand dune 

and light reflected from the sky into the 

shadows. Canon 5DIII, Tamron 70-200mm f/2.8 

lens, ISO 100, f/22, 1/10 second. 

SELECT A                                                  THAT PRESERVES COMPLEMENTARY COLORSWHITE BALANCE
hen working with complementary colors, you must choose your white balance carefully if you wish to preserve the 

complementary effect. You need to select a white balance setting that best preserves both color opposites (although Wyou can prioritize one over the other if you so choose). For sunrise and sunset photos, try the Daylight preset (or a 

similar custom white balance setting); I often find this works well, but not always. Experiment freely!   



lot canyons, with sculpted rock walls glowing with 

light, are magical places to make photographs.  SBright sunny days are best for slot canyon photog-

raphy. The key to photographing slot canyons is bounce 

light, which is indirect light that makes its way into the 

canyon’s shady interior reflecting off of sunlit rocks at the 

top of the canyon and the blue sky above. The first light is 

warm, while the second is cool; the combination of these 

give slot canyons extraordinary color. Experiment with 

white balance settings that are cooler than Daylight to 

bring out the full range of complementary colors. Usually, 

the best light for slots occurs late morning through early 

afternoon. Deep or narrow canyons might get good light 

only when the midday sun is high overhead; wider can-

yons might receive too much direct light during the mid-

dle of the day for effective photography. Leave plenty of 

time to explore and see how the light changes throughout 

the day. Look to use curving lines to create visual progres-

sion in your photographs, leading the eye from the fore-

ground to the background. Wide-angle lenses add distor-

tion which can accentuate curving sandstone. 

CASE STUDY:
SLOT CANYONS

SECRET CANYON, USA: Bright, sunny conditions bring out 

the colors of slot canyons. Canon 5DSR, Canon 8-15mm 

f/4 fisheye lens, ISO 400, f/11, 0.5 seconds.



DRONE PHOTOGRAPHY

BUFFALO GAP NATIONAL GRASSLAND, USA: 

I flew my drone over these eroded 

badlands at sunset. The drone allowed 

me to easily and quickly select an optimal 

composition as I worked in the fading 

light. DJI Mavic 2 Pro drone, ISO 100, f/3.2, 

1/40 second. 

BONUS



f you’ve ever struggled with getting your tripod into 

position, you can appreciate the desire for a floating Icamera support system that can go anywhere. Luckily, 

we don’t need fancy sci-fi technology for this. These days, 

many landscape photographers rely on drones to get 

unique perspectives, and to go to places where no one 

has gone before.

I’m not going to go into drones in great detail, as learning 

how to fly a drone is outside the scope of this course (but 

nonetheless surprisingly easy). Also, drone photography 

itself isn’t really different than land-based photography, in 

the sense that the basic principles of composition and use 

of weather and light don’t really change. On the following 

page, however, I do discuss some considerations that are 

specific to drone photography that you should consider 

before investing in a drone for landscape photography. 

GET A HIGHER

PERSPECTIVE

COLORADO PLATEAU, USA: I panned my drone camera 

vertically in between shots, and then stitched the three 

photos together using Adobe Lightroom to create this 

single, vertical image. DJI Mavic 2 Pro drone, ISO 100, f/4, 

1/80 second.



PRACTICAL LIMITATIONS OF DRONE PHOTOGRAPHY

Reduced noise 

performance: Because 

of their small sensor 

sizes, drone photos 

can have a lot of noise, 

especially if you are 

shooting above the 

base ISO or have 

underexposed the 

image. To optimize 

image quality, keep 

ISO as low as possible 

and shoot in strong 

light. Carefully 

exposing to the right is 

your best strategy for 

getting the most 

quality possible from 

your drone’s camera.

Fixed focal lengths: 

Most drones have 

cameras with fixed 

focal lengths (some 

new drones offer 

zooms). You can move 

your drone back and 

forth relative to your 

subject to make it look 

bigger and smaller 

(essentially “zooming” 

by moving), but while 

you can do this easily 

enough with relatively 

close objects, you 

might not be able to 

do this with a distant 

background.  

Small sensors: Unless 

you buy a super-

expensive flying 

monster, most 

consumer drones have 

tiny cameras with tiny 

lenses. As a result, the 

sensors on these 

cameras tend to be 

small as well. Some of 

the better drones offer 

1-inch sensors, which 

are pretty small, and 

most drones use even 

smaller sensors. I can 

make good 24”x30” 

prints from my drone if 

I’m careful to optimize 

my settings.

rones offer the landscape photographer all sorts of interesting benefits, which I will cover in detail on the next page. 

But, they also come with certain limitations that you should be aware of. As of this writing, drones don’t quite offer the Dimage quality of land-based cameras, but quality is sufficient for serious landscape work.

Horizontal 

compositions only: 

The only way to get 

vertical compositions 

is to rotate your 

photos (possible, for 

example, if you are 

shooting straight down 

at an abstract pattern) 

or to vertically pan and 

stitch together 

multiple photos. 

Flight restrictions: 

Although there are 

many places where 

you can legally fly a 

drone, there are also 

plenty of places where 

you can not. National 

parks, for example, are 

usually off limits to 

drone flyers in most 

countries around the 

world. This might 

mean that some of the 

very best scenery is off 

limits for your drone, 

but usually you can 

find stunning subjects 

in legal areas.



Infinite positioning possibilities: In 

any places where you can legally fly a 

drone, you will soon discover the joys of 

being able to put the drone pretty much 

wherever you want it to be. Gone are the 

days of struggling to get a tripod set up 

so that your camera is in just the perfect 

position! Of course, there are some 

practical limitations to getting the drone 

into the perfect spot (if you are close to 

the ground or an object, for example, 

backdraft from the propellers might 

prevent you from keeping the drone in 

place), but for the most part, you can 

gently nudge your drone up, down, left, 

right, forward, or back until the compo-

sition perfectly aligns! Arapaho National 

Forest, USA. DJI Mavic 2 Pro drone, ISO 

100, f/4,1/60 second.

New and unique perspectives: With 

landscape photography today, so many 

places have been overrun with photog-

raphers, and it seems that many of the 

same scenes and compositions are 

being photographed over and over 

again. Drones allow you to find fresh 

angles, perspectives, and compositions. 

Besides, have you ever wished you could 

be just a little bit higher to get the per-

fect composition? With a drone, you can 

easily get a little bit higher, or even a lot 

higher! I use my drone to hunt for inter-

esting patterns, colors, and shapes in the 

landscape below, and to study the inter-

section of shadow and light. Little 

Sahara National Recreation Area, USA. 

DJI Phantom 4 Pro drone, ISO 100, f/5, 

1/200 second.

Cover ground quickly: I’ve often 

dreamed of owning a Star Trek style 

transporter, allowing me to instantly 

beam to the best compositions when 

the light is perfect. A drone might not 

be quite that versatile, but it is the next 

best thing. Drones cover a lot of ground 

quickly, giving you the ability to swiftly 

scout a lot of territory. Also, when light 

and clouds change, the drone allows you 

to quickly find new compositions. On 

land, you might be restricted to working 

with maybe two or three compositions 

all within a maximum of a few hundred 

feet of each other, but with the drone, 

this range is greatly expanded. Colorado 

Plateau, USA, DJI Mavic 2 Pro drone, ISO 

100, f/4,1/320 second.

DRONE ADVANTAGES



Clockwise from upper left: Upper Peninsula of Michigan, USA, DJI Phantom 4 Pro drone, ISO 100, f/3.2, 1/50 second; Colorado 

Plateau, USA, DJI Phantom 4 Pro drone, ISO 100, f/4, 1/100 second; Colorado Plateau, USA, DJI Phantom 4 Pro drone, ISO 320, 

f/2.8, 1/20 second; Buffalo Gap National Grassland, USA, DJI Mavic 2 Pro drone, ISO 100, f/3.2, 1/50 second. 



YASUR VOLCANO, VANUATU: While flying my 

drone over the twin lava pools of this active 

volcano, I noticed an evil face staring back at 

me from my drone’s remote video feed! 

Drones offer a unique perspective on the 

landscape, allowing you to see things most 

photographers will miss. DJI Phantom 4 Pro 

drone, ISO 250, f/2.8, 1/20 second. 



LANDSCAPE PORTRAITS

LAKE SUPERIOR, USA: I made this self-portrait inside a 

“sea cave” while kayaking along the coast. Canon 5DIV, 

Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 800, f/11, 1 second. 

BONUS



lthough it is often said that adding a human ele-

ment to a landscape photo creates a “sense of Ascale,” I will usually add a human presence simply 

because I feel that the scene benefits in some way by 

doing so. As I often travel alone, that human element 

is—more often than not—me!

Self-portraits in the landscape are easy to take. Often, I’ll 

simply use my camera’s 10-second timer, frantically dash-

ing into the scene after triggering the shutter, experiment-

ing with different positions and poses until I get every-

thing right. Things are easier if you have a wi-fi enabled 

camera connected to a remote app, allowing you to easily 

preview composition using live view on your smart phone 

and to trigger the shutter remotely so you don’t have to 

run around between shots. Things are even easier when 

you have another person to work with! 

ADD A HUMAN

PRESENCE

LAKE SUPERIOR, USA: I used my camera’s 10-second timer, 

triggering the shutter then slipping and sliding my way 

over the ice to strike a manly pose for this landscape self-

portrait. Canon 5DSR, Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, 

f/13, 1/320 second.



YASUR VOLCANO, VANUATU: I’ll often add a human element when my chosen 

landscape scene lacks an obvious or strong focal point. When you add a 

person to the scene, the human element naturally draws the viewer’s eye, 

making the person an important part of the composition. Adding a person 

also helps tell a story, and establishes a vicarious connection with the viewer. 

Canon 5DIV, Canon 16-35mm f/2.8 lens, ISO 800, f/5.6, 8 seconds. 



CONCLUSION
REYNISDRANGAR, ICELAND: 

I used streaks formed by an 

outgoing wave blurred by a 

long exposure to create 

leading lines. Canon 5DIII, 

Canon 16-35mm f/4 lens, 

ISO 160, f/11, 0.5 seconds.



ow that we are at the end, I think it is worth 

revisiting this initial question—which is the BIG NQUESTION for all landscape photographers—a 

question that you must ask yourself every time you are in 

the field with your camera. The techniques are important, 

but what you should really be striving to do is to tell a 

story with your photos, to capture a mood, and to trigger 

a response. These are the real critical components of 

successful landscape photography, but unfortunately, are 

maddeningly difficult to discuss, comprehend, and teach. 

All of the preparation and scouting, crawling around in 

the mud to find extreme perspectives, getting rained on 

and bitten by bugs—all of it is meaningless if you can’t 

share your creative vision and passion, and connect your 

art to people with the experience of being there. vicarious 

HAWAI’I VOLCANOES NATIONAL PARK, USA: Great land-

scape photos are more than just bold foregrounds and 

magic hour light. Canon 5DSR, Canon 16-35mm f/2.8 lens, 

ISO 100, f/11, 0.4 seconds. 

WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO MAKE A

GREAT
LANDSCAPE PHOTO?



WORK HARD

PLAY HARD
kay, you’ve probably figured it out by now: land-

scape photography is hard work. To truly excel, Oyou need to be prepared to sacrifice many hours 

of sleep and endure discomfort to get the best shots. And, 

all too often, all your hard work doesn’t lead anywhere 

good, as bad weather luck can keep you from getting the 

images you want. But, whether you are trekking deep into 

the wild for your landscape photography, or are a “road 

warrior” looking for photo opportunities near pavement, 

just remember that all that “work” is really what you love 

to do, and being out in nature is its own reward even 

when the photography isn’t going so well. This is what 

you need to keep in mind to get you through the bad 

times, because when the good times happen, and it all 

comes together, the rewards are worth the effort! 

COLORADO PLATEAU, USA: During two weeks of photogra-

phy, I got great light only twice. My best shooting session 

occurred on a day with miserable, gale-force winds. I was 

knocked down by the wind several times and I was dig-

ging sand out of my ears for weeks afterwards, but I was 

rewarded for my efforts with an incredible sunset. Too 

often, you just won’t get the weather and light that you 

want, so you need to work as hard as you can and make 

sure you are ready when conditions suddenly become 

favorable. Canon 5DSR, Canon 11-24mm f/4 lens, ISO 100, 

f/11, 2.5 seconds, focus stack blend.



CANAIMA NATIONAL PARK, VENEZUELA: Your evolution as a 

landscape photographer is only limited by your imagina-

tion and curiosity. Let them both guide you to the ends of 

the earth! Canon 70D, Tamron 16-300mm f/3.5-6.3 lens, 

ISO 100, f/10,1/25 second. 



ULTIMATE
LANDSCAPE

PHOTOGRAPHY
COURSE

THE
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